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ABSTRACT
In this work, the design of the Fiber optic Temperature Sensor has been performed using two
different techniques aimed at determining the optimum design parameters of the fiber optic
sensor that should work properly in the Libyan environment (temperature: -13 to 57.8 degrees
Celsius). The first technique is based on Fabry-Perot Interferometer that tracks the phase
change of the received light by the interferometer due to the sensitivity of the Fabry-Perot’s
cavity to the surrounding temperature changes. Three different substances (GaAs, Ge and Si)
were used in determining the optimum design parameters of the fiber optic sensor. The optical
wavelength used is 1550nm with line width of 40nm. The material selected is Si where the
optimum Fabry-Perot length was found to be 20.7µm.The second technique studied is based on
Fiber Coupling Actuated by a Bimetal Strip to read the change in temperature with respect to
coupling power loss. Three different standard Bimetal types were used for the design of the
strip, (KANTAL 200 TB20110 Ni/MnNiCu), (KANTAL 135 Ni/NiMn-steel) and
(KANTAL100 TB0965 Ni/NiMn-steel). The (KANTAL 200 TB20110 Ni/MnNiCu) Bimetal
material was selected for the optimal sensor design. The optimum design length, delta deflection
and thickness for the strip were found to be 5.6µm, 35µm and 1.3µm respectively.
Keyword— optical

1.

fiber; temperature sensor design; fabry-perot interferometer.

Introduction

Over the last few decades, optical fibers have been widely deployed in telecommunication industries
owing to their special performance as the best light guidance. Optical fibers have been intensively
investigated at various sensor fields, owing to their unique characteristics such as multiplexing,
remote sensing, high flexibility, low propagating loss, high sensitivity and low fabrication cost.
Temperature is one of the most widely measured parameters within safety industry and science. In
many applications, sensors are required, because of their immunity to electromagnetic interference,
small in size, suitability for remoting and having lightweight. In addition, they allow operation in
harsh environments to replace conventional electronic sensors due to their possibility of performing
measurements in environments suffering from electromagnetic disturbance, or in environments
where electronics cannot survive. Fiber optic sensors can survive offer an excellent solution to many
of these challenges. Different fiber optic sensor techniques have been designed and many researches
are focused on developing reliable and cost-effective fiber temperature sensors. In this work, we first
describes Fabry-Perot interferometer temperature sensor that uses a reflective etalon. The etalon's
optical path difference (OPD) is a temperature dependent. This is due, primarily, to the dependence
of its refractive index to the temperature variations. The sensed temperature can then be determined
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from the positions of the minima in the sensor's output spectrum by several simple types of
spectrum analyzers, other type of sensing devices that use power coupling loss between two fibers to
determine the temperature, will be described next. The designed fiber-optic temperature sensors
would be used highly in high power generation rooms.
2.

Materials and Methods

2.1.

Fabry-Perot Interferometer

Basically, the Fabry-Perot temperature sensor (FPI) is a thin platelet of a material that has a
temperature-dependent refractive index [1]. It is composed of two parallel reflecting surfaces
separated by a certain distance called etalon and are classified into two categories: one is extrinsic and
the other is intrinsic[2], [3]. The extrinsic FPI sensor uses the reflections from an external cavity
formed out of the interesting fiber [4]. Figure 1 (a) shows an extrinsic FPI sensor, in which the air
cavity is formed by a supporting structure. Since it can utilize high reflecting mirrors, the
temperature-sensitive interferometer is constructed from thin films that are deposited directly onto
the end of an optical fiber [5]. In other sense, when the cavity material is not the fiber itself, it is
called extrinsic and it is shown in Figure 1 (b). Figure 2 shows a more detailed Fiber-optic
temperature sensor using a thin-film Fabry-Perot interferometer.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Extrinsic FPI sensor made by forming an external air cavity, and (b) intrinsic FPI sensor formed by two
reflecting components, R1 and R2, along a fiber.

Figure 2: Fiber-optic temperature sensor using a thin-film Fabry-Perot interferometer.

2.2.

Fiber Coupling Actuated by a Bimetal Strip

Coupling based intensity modulated fiber-optic sensors can be configured in basically two ways:
either in a reflective arrangement as shown in Figure 3(a), or in a transmissive arrangement, using
straightforward transmission from one fiber to the other, as in Figure 3 (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Schematic view of a coupling based intensity modulated fiber-optic sensor using a reflective configuration (b)
using a transmissive configuration.

The bimetal strip Consists of different metals expand at different rates as they warm up,
behave in different manner when exposed to temperature variation owing to their different
thermal different thermal expansion rates. One end of straight bimetallic strip is fixed in
place as the strip is heated the other end tends to curve away from, the side that has the
greater coefficient of linear expansion as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Shows the bimetal strip.

This part should contain sufficient detail to reproduce reported data. It can be divided into
subsections if several methods are described. Methods already published should be indicated by a
reference [4], only relevant modifications should be described.
3.

Theory and Calculation

3.1.

Fabry-Perot Interferometer

Here, the interferometer’s optical path difference (OPD) is given by:
(1)
Λ OPD = 2n1 L cos 𝜃1
And:
2π
(2)
Φ=
Λ
λ OPD
As shown if the length, L, of the cavity increases the phase shift, Φ,between two reflected light
increases as well as refractive index of the material n1 . the reflectivity can be rewritten as:
RF =

Where:
With:

F=
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(n1 − n2 )2
(5)
R=
(n1 + n2 )2
The transmissivity of the ideal Fabry-Perot interferometer is given by:
1
(6)
TF =
1 + F sin Φ2
As expected, for zero loss, TF +R F =1, Figure 5 shows that for (GaAs) for designed length as
function (Φ)[7].
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Figure 5: (Reflectance + Transmissivity) GaAs for designed length as function of (Φ).

3.2.

Fiber Coupling Actuated by a Bimetal Strip

The temperature dependent deflection δ of a bimetal strip clamped at one end is given by:

L0 2
(7)
δ = 𝛼𝑑 . (𝑇 − 𝑇0 )
t
Where αd is the specific deflection , T represents the variable the temperature , L0is the free
strip length at room temperature T0 and t represents the strip thickness. For a fiber sensor
configuration according to Figure 6

Figure 6:Temperature sensor operation principle.
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Figure 7: Temperature sensor operation principle.

In the linear temperature region of the bimetal strip , the deflection can be counted from
any reference temperature T0, which means that the reference temperature could be chosen
when the moveable fiber has a zero offset to the fixed fiber . The coupled power P between
two fibers as a function of temperature T[8], can thus be written as:
2
(8)
P(T) = P0 . e−k(T−T0 )
A Theory section should extend, not repeat, the background to the article already dealt with in the
Introduction and lay the foundation for further work. In contrast, a Calculation section represents a
practical development from a theoretical basis.

4.

Results and Discussion

4.1.

Fabry-Perot Interferometer

The design consists of the selection of a material (GaAs, Ge, Si) and the determination of the
optimum thickness at for the Libyan environment range, the interferometer’s reflectance is
minimized at resonance, or Φ =πm, where m is an integer. For the ideal Fabry-Perot interferometer,
the minimum reflectance [R F ]min = 0. In terms of wavelength, the resonance condition is at

𝜆 = 𝜆𝑚 where:

mλm = Λ OPD
The maximum reflectance, which occurs at Φ =π(m+1/2) and is given by:
F
[R F ]max =
1+F
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Figure 8: Shows the reflectance of (GaAs) for designed length (20.7 µm).

The maximum reflectance obtained for the designed length, L=20.7 µm, is equal 0.734, for the
integers m=0, 1, 2 as shown in Figure 8. The phase sensitivity is obtained by differentiating equation
(3), which gives:
dR F
F sin 2Φ
=
dΦ (1 + F sin Φ2 )2

(11)
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Figure 9: Comparison of phase sensitivity of (GaAs) & (Ge) & (Si) as function of (λ).
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Figure 10: Comparison of phase sensitivity of (GaAs) & (Ge) & (Si) as function of Φ.
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The temperature sensitivity of the Fabry-Perot’s phase shift is given by:
dΦ
Λ OPD
=π
𝜅Φ
dT
λ

(12)
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Figure 11: Comparison of temperature sensitivity of the Fabry-Perot’s phase shift of (GaAs) & (Ge) & (Si) as function of
λ and

By integrating both sides∫ dΦ =
2.5

L=20.7µm.

Λ
κΦ . dT,Φ
∫ π OPD
λ

=π
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Figure 12: Phase vs. Temperature.

Where:
(13)
κΦ = κn + κL
Here, 𝜅n is the thermo-optic coefficient
1 dn1
(14)
κn =
n1 dT
And κL is the thermal expansion coefficient,
1 dL
(15)
κL =
L dT
The temperature sensitivity of the Fabry-Perot’s reflectance can be determined by substituting from
equations (11) and (12) into:
dR F
dR F dΦ
(16)
=�
�� �
dT
dΦ dT
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Figure 13: Comparison of temperature sensitivity of the Fabry-Perot’s reflectance of (GaAs) & (Ge) & (Si) as function
of (Φ).

(Ge) gave us best results for temperature sensitivity of the Fabry-Perot’s reflectance because it has
the largest refractive index[7].
4.2.

Selection of Temperature Sensitive Material

G. Beheim has previously summarized a comparison of candidate materials for a thin-film
temperature sensor. The temperature sensitivity of various candidate materials requires that
sensitivity figure-of-merit be independent of the film thickness, Table1 tabulates the candidate
materials in descending order of κΦ . This table provides n,κn , andκL , together with the wavelengths
at which the optical properties were measured, all data.
Table 1: Properties of candidate Fabry-Perot materials. Units of κn, κL, and κΦ are 10-6/0C.

Material
GaAs
Ge

𝝀 (µm)

n

Si

𝜿𝒏

𝜿𝑳

𝛋𝚽

0.9

3.6[7]

120[7]

5.7[5]

126

2.55

4.06[7]

100[7]

5.7[7]

106

2.5
1.5
1.26
0.78

3.44
3.5
3.51[7]
3.695[7]

46[7]
53[7]
59[7]
76[7]

2.6[7]

79

So the temperature induced phase change is almost entirely caused by the change in refractive index.
Of the three materials with the largest values of κΦ , silicon is best suited for this range application
and available almost everywhere, however, it is highly absorbing at the emission wavelengths of
AlGaAs LEDs. At 830nm, the absorption coefficient of germanium is 4.5×104𝑐𝑚−1 , so that
transmission through 1 µm produces a 20-dB loss. At 1.3µm, is much lower, 0.68×104 𝑐𝑚−1 , but this
wavelength is outside the range of inexpensive silicon photodiodes, Silicon is preferred to germanium
for this application, because its absorption coefficient is much lower at the AlGaAs emission
wavelengths. At 830nm,α=0.19×104 𝑐𝑚−1 , which causes a 17% absorption in 1.0µm [6].
4.3.

Determination of Fabry-Perot Sensor‘s Thickness

ΔλLED
λm

For a typical AlGaAs’s LED we can choose any LED,

λ

≥ 2Λ m ,Λ OPD = m × λm , λ=1550nm
OPD

and ΔλLED= 40nm, which gives m≥19.3. For silicon, this correspondstoL1≥4 µm.
1
m≤
κΦ (Tmax − Tmin )

http://cest2018.elmergib.edu.ly/
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For a silicon sensor with a -13 to 57.80°C.
Λ OPD /λm ≤

1
2×3.695×L×cos (3.1)
=
79×10−6 (57.8−(−13))
1550×10−9
1550×10−9

≤

1
79×10−6 (57.8−(−13))

L ≤ 2×3.695×cos (3.1)×79×10−6 (57.8−(−13))=37.55µm,must be less than 178.7µm, which gives

L<.37.55µm. In this case we chose L1= 20.7µm, so that L1 is within the above limiting cases so the
optimization length is 20.7µm.

4.4.

Fiber Coupling Actuated by a Bimetal Strip

First we should measure P0, the coupled power, at temperature T0, i.e., at zero offset
(deflection), the moveable fiber at zero position, the design factor k is given by :
𝐤=(

𝛂𝐝 𝐋 𝟎 𝟐 𝟐
.
)
𝐰 𝐭

(18)

𝐩(𝐓𝟎 )
= 𝐊. (𝐓 − 𝐓𝟎 )𝟐
𝐩(𝐓)

(19)

where w is the characteristic radius of the modulation function of the sensor and typically
25µm, the temperature dependent loss Aof the sensor, quoted in decibels (dB), can be derived as
𝐀(𝐓) = 𝟏𝟎. 𝐥𝐨𝐠

Using equations (18) and (19) the design constant𝐊 can be written as:
𝐊=(

𝛂𝐝 𝐋 𝟎 𝟐 𝟐
.
) . 𝟏𝟎𝐥𝐨𝐠𝐞
𝐰 𝐭

(20)

Using formulas (7), (19) and (20) a temperature sensor for any temperature range in the linear region
of the bimetal can be designed, The sensitivity of such a sensor can be adjusted by choosing a
suitable bimetal (parameters αd and t) and by adjusting the free strip length L0, T0 should therefore be
chosen to be a bit lower than the minimum temperature Tmin to be measured, or a bit larger than the
maximum temperature Tmax also to be measured. The deflection range Δ is given by:
𝚫 = 𝛅𝐦 − 𝛅𝐦𝐢𝐧 =

𝜶 𝒅 𝐋𝟎 𝟐
. (𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 − 𝑻𝒎𝒊𝒏 )
𝐭

(21)

Where δm is the desired maximum deflection and Tmax and Tmin are the maximum and minimum
temperatures of the measurement range, corresponding to the desired deflection range. From

equation (21) the fiber position L0can be calculated, and using this value together with δ= δminand
T=Tmin, equation (7) gives the zero deflection temperature T0for the right slope of the modulation
curve. First we take three material with linear range that can measure our Libyan environment with
specific deflection (20.8x10-6, 13.9x10-6,10x10-6), as shown in Table 2.In designing and calculating
sensor’s parameters we take the larger deflection range to increase the sensitivity, this is because our
temperature range is large.
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Table 2: Some details of standard bimetal types

Table 3: Bimetal data and calculated sensor design parameters for minimum deflection = 5
µm,Tmin=-13 °C and Tmax= 57.8 °C using a fiber coupling with a typical characteristic radius of w=
25µm.

The sensitivity of the sensor in terms of the loss change in dB per temperature degree is given by the
derivative of:
(22)
d(A)
s(T) =
= 2. K. (T − T0 )
d(T)
By integrate both sides∫ d(A) = ∫ 2KTd(T) − ∫ 2KT0 d(T)
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A = KT 2 − 2KT0 T. Fig.14 shows the sensitivity versus the temperature at different deltas, whereas
the comparison between the two devices is shown in Fig. 15.

Figure 14: Sensitivity as a function of temperature for the sensor designs based on type200 bimetal listed in Table 3.

Table 3 shows the different material and the different design parameters, where the best design
parameters obtained are at length of 5.6 mm and atΔ=35µm.
Clearly, Fabry-Perot technique sensor is more accurate than Intensity-type Fiber Optic Sensor,
because the Fabry-Perot changing linearly with phase of silicon, so it is more suitable for our design
purpose in the desired range of measurements than the other one.

5.

Conclusions

Figure 15: Comparison between two devices.

Two different types of fiber optic temperature sensors have been designed and studied. The two
sensors were specially designed to be able to measure the temperature range (-13 °C to 57.8 °C) that is
well suited for Libyan environment. These types of fiber optics sensor are usually used in high power
generators rooms, where the explosion risk factor is very high with the using of regular electric
sensors. The first device is based on the Fabry-Perot interferometer with the material of silicon. The
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optimum designed length obtained is 20.7µm for the operating wavelength of 1550nm. The second
device designed is based on fiber coupling actuated by a bimetal strip. The designed length, delta
deflection and thickness for the strip were found to be 5.6µm, 35µm and 1.3µm respectively.
From the simulation results, it is clear that the Fabry-Perot temperature sensor of silicon material
changes linearly with phase while the sensor based fiber coupling by bimetal strip is not changing
linearly with power loss, which would give less measuring accuracy and it is also more difficult to
calibrate, however, it is more cheaper than Fabry-Perot sensor.
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ABSTRACT
This study was designed to investigate the factors that affect the success rate of Information
Technology Education students which composed of Computer Science and Information
Technology. Several variables such as years of graduation, entrance exams, and other variables
have been used for the investigation. Several data mining techniques such as linear regression,
neural network, and decision tree have employed to determine the valid predictors and
acceptability of the data mining technique. The results show that the best predictor taken from
the entrance exams is non-verbal ability while the best forecasting using data mining is decision
tree analysis with 99.19 percent accuracy. If the results taken from the system will be
incorporated in entrance examinations results, admission office will be able to identify students
that can graduate on-time and whose students should be taken as probationary in the program. It
can also identify students not to be taken in the program to avoid waste of time in studying at the
University.
Keyword— Neural network, linear regression, decision tree, forecasting, data mining.

1.

Introduction

Technology is the application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes especially in industry,
engineering and applied sciences. Technology can be used at work to extract materials,
transportation, learning, manufacturing, creating artefacts, securing data, scaling business and more
[1]. The benefits of technology in education have been a gateway to the new learning environment.
Assistive technology that helps children with special needs such as an e-reader, adaptive voice
software are a few good examples. The use of computers and innovation in classrooms has opened
up an entirely new system for showing and successful learning. Computers generate huge amounts of
information and can benefit the field of education, like helping students learn faster or make learning
more interesting to some extent. With technology’s rapid development, no surprise that there is an
abundant of courses related to technology that is offered by different university worldwide.
The major problem is that at there is a big percentage of the unemployed with an average of 17% of
college graduate came from Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Bachelor of Science in
Information Technology [2]. This sort of measurement is disturbing; it implies that colleges are
delivering graduates with lacking abilities with the connection to Computer Science and IT which add
to the unemployment rate. National development is every nation’s goal throughout the world. A
country is seen to be developed when underemployment and unemployment rates decrease if not
eliminated. One of the probable reasons for this is the mismatch between education and
employment.
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Admission Examination or University Entrance Examination is believed to help students to select an
appropriate course in college matching their aptitude and maintains a quality of education thereby,
bringing national development in the country. Among the objectives of the creation of admission,
examinations are to minimize aimless wastage of labour and different assets which generally could be
coordinated towards more beneficial endeavours. It also assesses the capabilities and skills the
students develop in their early studies which are necessary to be successful in college or even
becoming an entrepreneur [3]. It can be very beneficial for students if followed but many students
choose to deviate from the recommendations made by Admission by choosing another program in
college. The huge amount of information and data, when analyzed can help in decision making and
help to create a model that determines the success rate of Computer Science and IT student deviating
their admission exams results using data mining. Data mining uses sophisticated mathematical
algorithms to segment the data and evaluate the probability of future events and outputs useful
information while reducing the quantity of data [4]. This study aims to develop a model that
determines the success rate of computer science and IT student that deviated from a
recommendation from Admission result. Furthermore, to find out the field of interest that should be
improved to pass computer science or IT degree and help the academe reduce drop-outs and shifters
of the program offered.
This study was designed to investigate the factors that affect the success rate of Computer Science
and IT student that deviates from the recommendation of admission examination. It will also
correlate to the abilities of students in the result of admission examinations to the date of graduation
of Computer Science and IT students and to develop a model that determines the success rate of
students. Specifically the research will be guided by the following questions: what are the predictors
to be considered to determine the success rate of Computer Science and IT student that deviate from
the recommendation of admission examinations?, what are the correlations of the predictors in
passing On – Time the Computer Science degree? and what are the data mining techniques and
algorithms will be used in the forecasting model?
2.

Related Literature

Career assessment is the first step in career planning. Admission Test or College Entrance
Examination is one of the career assessments given by the any University to entrants students. There
is a study that aims student’s performance base on information’s like attendance, class test, name,
age, course, and topographic location or address. In this research, they used the classification method
of data mining using a decision tree. A forecasting system model was developed in a study in which
the main goal is to analyze the learning behaviour of the higher education students [5]. They used
the decision tree, a popular classification method of data mining that results in a flowchart-like a tree
structure where each node denotes a test on an attribute value. Another forecasting system model
was developed which the main goal is to understand student data such as name, age, address,
student’s grades and course for career selection and job absorption rate after graduation [6]. There is
research that finds out whether natural talents and interest of 116 students based on admission exams
result match the program that the students have enrolled in. In this study, the researcher employed a
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qualitative research design. There are eight potentials/inclinations of students measured: scientific
ability, reading comprehension, verbal ability, mathematical ability, clerical ability, manipulative skills,
nonverbal ability and entrepreneurial skills [7]. In the conducted study, the results show that the
respondents have varied occupational interest based on an admission exam. Based on this research,
most of the respondents choose not to enrol in the program that matches respondent’s field of
interest that leads to the respondent’s failure on some of the respondent’s subject while the
respondents that enrol in the program that matches the respondent’s field of interest were seen to
have become successful.
3.

Methods

In building the forecasting model, student data such as admission examination field of interest,
occupational Interests and the student’s date of graduation were used to find the relationship by
feeding to the data mining analyzing tool. The data sets that were used to develop the forecasting
model are the records of these students of Computer Science and IT degree. The data of Computer
Science and IT student batch 2011–2015served as the training data of the forecasting model and the
Computer Science student batch 2016served as the test data that evaluate the model The data used
were combined data from the admission office of one University in the Philippines and compared to
the data of Sirte University. The data was laballed according to the data to conform with Sirte
University. Rapidminer, a data mining tool is used to process data and create a forecasting model.
Certain algorithms are used in creating the forecasting model and to find out the best ability in
admission exams that best affect the performance of the Computer Science and IT students.
Descriptive Correlation. The correlation measures the strength and direction of a linear relationship
between two variables. The value correlation is always between +1 and -1. The following are an
interpretation of values in correlation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.1

Exactly -1. A perfect downhill linear relationship.
– 0.70. A strong downhill linear relationship.
– 0.50. A moderate downhill linear relationship.
– 0.30. A weak downhill linear relationship.
0.
No linear relationship.
+ 0.30. A weak uphill linear relationship.
+ 0.50. A moderate uphill linear relationship
+ 0.70. A strong uphill linear relationship.
Exactly +1. A perfect uphill linear relationship.

Conceptual Framework

A conceptual framework was used by the researchers to outline the courses of action or to present a
preferred approach to the developed system. Asshown in Figure1, there are five phases in the
proposed forecasting model:
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1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Data Gathering – this is the first phase of the model where data such as the admission
examination result were extracted which contains the different fields of interest, the occupational
interest of the student and the student graduation date. This data will be saved in the repository.
Data Pre-Processing – the second phase of the model this is where the data cleansing, estimating of
missing values and normalization of database takes place.
Modelling– the third phase of the model is where the building of the model takes place. The data
mining tool will analyze all the data and outputs all data mining algorithms results for each
technique.
Determine the Success Rate – the fourth phase of the model is the entry point of the test data to
evaluate the model's accuracy.
Result – the last phase of the model is where the output will be displayed in a dashboard which is
the success rate of computer science and IT students that deviates from the admission results.

Figure1: Phases of the model

4.

Results and Analysis

4.1

Predictors for Success Rate

The variables used in the study are the data of Computer Science and IT students from the school
year 2011– 2015 with 368. The data setis put in the outliner detection to minimize the noise of the
actual datasets and to increase the accuracy of the forecasting model before measuring the
significance of each predictor.
Table 1: Predictors and variables

Table 1 shows the predictors and the variables used in the study. The researcher used the date of
graduation of the students as the dependent variable because the student’s date of graduation defines
if the student is successful in the course that the students take during college. After the detection of
outliners, the researchers used the optimize selection operator in Rapid Miner. It selects the most
relevant attributes of the given datasets. Two deterministic greedy feature selection algorithms
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(forward selection and backward elimination) are used for feature selection. It eliminated the Verbal
Ability using backward elimination from the seven dependent variables.
4.2

Correlation of Predictors to Graduate On-Time in Computer Science Degree

The researchers used the correlation of Rapid Miner to measure the relationship and strengths of the
variables after feeding and using correlation in the tool. Table2shows the correlation between OnTime graduations of a student with Abilities extracted from admission exams. The scientific ability
has a moderate uphill linear relationship with On-Time graduations of Computer Science and IT
student with 0.430, meaning it has a moderate effect on the success rate of passing the degree. Table
3 shows that the most important ability in admission exam to pass Computer Science and IT
program is the Non Verbal Ability.
4.3

Data Mining Techniques and Algorithms

The researcher used three data mining techniques and compared each result to find out what are
the best data mining techniques that best suits the data sets that the researchers gathered namely
regression, neural network, and decision tree analysis.
4.3.1

Regression

The researcher used linear regression to be able to forecast the success rate of computer science
student in passing the computer science degree using the abilities presenting NCAE. After applying
the model to the Rapid Miner tool, the researcher came up and produced the following output:
Table 2: Correlation predictors

Table 3: Linear regression output

Table3 was the result after using the linear regression from the Rapid Miner tool, the coefficients are
used for Linear Regression Model which is:
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Y = -2.383 + (-0.002) (Clerical Ability) + (0.005) (Scientific Ability) + (0.031) (Non Verbal Ability) +
(0.031) (Non Verbal Ability) + (0.005) (Mathematical Ability)
To get the forecasted value, the intercept should be subtracted to the sum of products of abilities in
admission exams to their respective coefficient values. If the value is equal to 1, the student will pass,
and if it is 0, the student will not pass the CS degree.
4.3.2

Neutral Network

The researcher used a neural network for the next test and Table 4 shows the three layers under
Multilayer Perception of the neural network. In able to map the following input, The researcher uses
the predictors as the input layer or factors consists of Non-Verbal Ability, Clerical Ability,
Mathematical Ability, Scientific Ability, Manipulative Skills, Verbal Ability, Reading Comprehension
and Entrepreneurial skill. The hidden layer consists of Number of units, Number of Hidden Layers,
Number of Units in the hidden layer, Activation Function, Dependent Variables and Number of
Units. The last year or the output layer consists of Rescaling Method for Scale Dependents,
Activation Function, and Error Function. The neural network normalized the data and was used to
map and get the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. It was developed to measure the
frequency of action potentials.
Table 4: Neural network analysis

4.3.3

Decision Tree Algorithm

Figure 2 shows the result of the decision tree using CHAID algorithm with the predictors are the
child and the dependent variable was the parent. The researchers used a classification tree to classify
the nodes of the predictors according to the data. The Node 0 which is Non Verbal ability is the
highest factor or the best predictor to determine if the student will pass the Computer Science or IT
degree. The node of the Non-Verbal Ability was the computed quantitative measurement of the data
of graduates of computer science and IT program in the University.
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Figure 2: Decision tree analysis

4.4

Level of Acceptability of the Forecasting Model.

Accuracy or decision effectiveness is the main factors in evaluating a forecasting model[8]. The Rapid
Miner tool has a performance evaluator whocan display the accuracy, precision, and area of the curve
in each model created using the tool.
Table 5: Sample measure of forecasted result: linear regression

Table 5 shows the actual and forecasted value in the batch 2011 of Computer Science and IT student
of the University, the percentage of error of student’s actual value and the accuracy of the predicted
value. The research used different measures such as MAD (|Error|) which weights all errors evenly,
MSE (|Error|2) which weights errors according to their squared values, and MAPE
([|Error|/Actual]*100) which weights according to relative error. The percent error computed is
8.81428%, almost equal to 91.18572%, which means that the result for the model is accurate and
therefore the admission exams occupational interest was relative in the success rate of the students.
Table 6: Sample measure of forecasted result: decision tree

From the given table, the accuracy of decision tree mode is the difference of the percent error which
is 0.81 and 100 percent as shown in Table 6. After solving the level of acceptability, the result is
99.193%, which means that the result for the decision tree was accurate and can be used as evidence
of relevance to the study.
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Table 7: Sample measure of forecasted result: decision tree

The accuracy of the neural network model is the difference of the percent error which is 3.225 and
100 percent. After solving the level of acceptability, the result is 96.774%, which means that the
success rate of the students is valid with the help of admission exams occupational interest. Basedon
the result and observations from the model together with data that was being gathered, here are the
findings of the researcher.
1. Predictors that are considered to determine the success rate of Computer Science student from the recommendation of
Admission Exams. Based on the gathered data the predictors that are considered in predicting the
success rate of Computer Science students are Non-Verbal Ability, Verbal Ability, Clerical Ability,
Reading Comprehension, Manipulative Skills, Mathematical Ability, Scientific Ability and
Entrepreneurial Skills. The abilities that are present in NCAE results are used as a dependent variable
or the input to forecast the outcome or independent variable. The researcher used the date of
graduation of Computer Science students as the independent variable because this will determine if
the student is successful in the Computer Science degree if the student was able to finish the degree
within four years, then the student is said to be successful.
2. Relationship of the predictors in passing Computer Science degree. The researcher used the Rapid Miner tool
to be able to find the value of correlation of the predictors to the success rate of Computer Science
student. After feeding the data in the tool, the researcher found out that the Non-Verbal Ability is the
best predictor to determine the success rate because it has a perfect linear relationship with the
success rate of Computer Science student in passing the degree. Followed by the Scientific Ability
which has a moderate uphill linear relationship with the success rate.
3. Data mining techniques and algorithms that were used in the forecasting model. The data mining techniques
that were used by the researcher during the study are Linear Regression, Neutral Network, and
Decision Tree. Linear regression estimates the value of the target as a function of the predictors for
each case. The neutralnetwork which consists of an interconnected group of artificial neurons, and it
process information using a connectionist approach to computation. Decision tree shows how one
choice leads to the next, and the use of branches shows that every alternative or option is mutually
exclusive. The researcher used the different measures such as MAD(|Error|)which weights all errors
evenly, MSE(|Error|) which weights errors according to their squared values, and Physical
Education[|Error|/Actual]*100 which weights according to relative error. The researcher used
Physical Education or Linear Regression; the researchers found out that physical education is the
most popular aggregate measure of forecasting accuracy. The percent error computed is 8.81428% or
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equal to 91.18572% accurate. For the remaining models which are the neural network and decision
tree, the researcher used the performance evaluator of Rapid miter. The neural network got an
accuracy of 96.774% while the decision tree got an accuracy of 99.193%.
5.

Conclusion and Recommendation

1.

The proposed study could be a great help to the Admission Office or Registrar of the
University students in enhancing their basic forecasting skills especially using Data Mining.
2. The researcher considered that the forecasting model that was made efficient if it will be used
to determine the success rate of Computer Science and IT student in passing the degree.
3. There is a significant relationship between the date of graduation of Computer Science and IT
student and predictors in forecasting the success rate of the students in passing the Computer
Science degree.
The researcher recommends that there should be a separate section for students that have a low
score on Non-verbal ability to give more attention or supervision in teaching them because these
students have a high chance in failing the Computer Science degree.
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ABSTRACT
Noise is seen in images during image acquisition and transmission. This is characterized by noise
model. Image enhancement through noise reduction is a fundamental problem in image
processing. Noise filtering is a necessary action and has become one of the indispensable
components of image processing operation. In this work, we have applied different filtering
techniques (arithmetic mean filtering, median, and Weiner) to remove multiple mixed noises such
as; (speckle, Gaussian, salt and pepper) from Computed Tomography (CT) images. Performance
metrics such as; Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), and Mean Square Error (MSE) were used to
evaluate filtering techniques. The results showed that the median filter had worked more
effectively to remove these noises. All the above mentioned techniques were implemented using
MATLAB environment. It should give some results showing the values of PSNR and MSE for
these flirters to indicate the differences between them.
Keyword— CT, MATLAB, MSE, Noise, PSNR.

1.

Introduction

Medical images such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), ultrasound
(US), and X-ray images are subject to a wide variety of distortions, during acquisition, processing,
compression, storage, transmission and reproduction, any of which may result in a degradation of
visual quality. Medical images are collected by different types of sensors and they are contaminated
by different types of noises. Generally speckle; Gaussian, salt and pepper noises mostly occurred in
the MRI, CT, and US images.[1]Noise tells unwanted information in digital images. Noise produces
undesirable effects such as artifacts, unrealistic edges, unseen lines, corners, blurred objects and
disturbs background scenes. In medical image processing many methods are used for noise
reduction.[2]Noise filters generally attempt to smooth the corrupted image by neighbourhood
operations. To measure the performance and image quality of the noise removal techniques several
parameters are available for the comparison. Common parameters are Peak Signal Noise Ratio
(PSNR), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Squared Error (MSE) etc.[1][3]
A). Noise Models:

i) Gaussian Noise: Gaussian noise caused by natural sources such as thermal vibration of atoms
and discrete nature of radiation of warm objects. Gaussian noise generally disturbs the gray values in
digital images. That is why Gaussian noise model essentially designed and a characteristic by its
probability density function (PDF) or normalizes histogram with respect to gray value and it is given
as:[2][4]
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P( g ) =

−

1
2πσ

2

e

(g-µ ) 2
2σ 2

(1)

Where: g = gray value, σ = standard deviation and μ = mean
ii) Speckle Noise: This noise is multiplicative noise. Their appearance is seen in a coherent imaging
system such as laser, radar and acoustics etc. Speckle noise can exist similar in an image as Gaussian
noise. Its probability density function follows gamma distribution, and given as:[2]
−g

g α −1e a
F (g) =
(α − 1)!a α

( 2)

Where a2 is the variance, α is the shape parameter of gamma distribution and g is the gray level.
iii) Impulse Valued Noise (Salt and Pepper Noise): Salt and pepper noise is represents itself as
randomly occurring white and black pixels. Salt and pepper noise creeps into images in situations
where a quick transient, such as faulty switching, takes place.[5] Image pixel values are replaced by
corrupted pixel values either maximum or minimum pixel value i.e., 255 or 0 respectively. Although
in noisy image, there are possibilities of some neighbours do not changed as shown in Figure 1 for an
example.

Figure 1: The central pixel value is corrupted by Pepper noise

The (PDF) of this noise is shown in the Figure 2.

Figure 2: PDF of Salt and Pepper noise

 pa for g = a

p ( g ) =  pb for g = b
 0 otherwise


(3)

Salt and Pepper noise generally corrupted the digital image by malfunctioning of pixel elements in
camera sensors, faulty memory space in storage, errors in digitization process and many more.[2]
(B) Filters:
i). Arithmetic Mean Filtering (AMF): This is one of the simplest of the mean filtering techniques.
It expressed as AMF by the equation (4).[6]
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f ( x, y ) =

1
∑ g ( s, t )
mn ( a , t )∈s xy

(4)

Sxy represent the set of coordinates in a rectangular space that is image window of size m x ncentred
at given point (x,y).The AMF technique calculates the average value of the corrupted image g(x,y) in
the area defined by Sxy. The value of restored image f at any point (x,y) is Arithmetic Mean computed
using the pixels values in the image that is in the region defined by Sxy.
ii). Median Filter: the median filter replaces the value of the pixel by the median of the gray levels
in the neighbourhood of that pixel [1] i.e.

Z ( x , y ) = median( s ,t )∈S xy {g ( x, y )}

(5)

The value of the pixel at (x,y) is included in the computation of the median.[7-9]
iii). Weiner filter: It is an adaptive low-pass filter which uses a pixel-wise adaptive Wiener method
based on statistics estimated from a local neighbourhood of each pixel.[7] Adaptive filters are a class
of filters which change their characteristics according to the values of the grey scales under the mask.
Such a filter can be used to clean Gaussian noise by using local statistical properties of the values
under the mask. One such filter is the minimum mean-square error filter; this is a non-linear spatial
filter; and as with all spatial filters, is implemented by applying a function to the grey values under the
mask. The output value can be calculated by following equation.[6]

σf 2
mf + 2
(g − m f )
σf + σg 2

(6)

Where; g is the current value of the pixel in the noise affected image, mf is the mean, σf2 is the
variance in the mask and σg2 is the variance of the noise over the entire image. The wiener2 function
applies a Wiener filter which is a type of linear filter to an image adaptively, tailoring itself to local
image variance. Where the variance is large, wiener2 performs little smoothing. Where the variance is
small, wiener2 performs more smoothing. This approach often produces better result than linear
filtering.[8] The technique that is implemented in MATLAB is Weiner filter. It is an adaptive lowpass filter which uses a pixel-wise adaptive Wiener method based on statistics estimated from a local
neighbourhood of each pixel [7].
2.

Materials and Methods

Brian and Chest Computed Tomography (CT) images of sizes (225x225) pixels are used in this study.
These images are corrupted by multiple and different noises (speckle, Gaussian, salt and pepper).
Filtering techniques (AMF, Median, and Weiner) are used to remove these noises. To evaluate
filtering techniques quality metrics like Mean Squared Error (MSE), and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR) were used. Algorithms were implemented in MATLAB with default setup parameters. The
structure of methodology used in this study can be shown in Figure (3).
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Select an Image

Convert to Grayscale
Corrupt Original Image by Multiple
Noises

Applied Filtering Techniques
Quality Metrics Measurement
Calculate MSE and PSNR
Show and Compare the Results
Figure 3: Methodology Structure

The (PSNR) is evaluated in decibels and is inversely proportional the Mean Squared Error. The
PSNR can be calculated form equation (7) :[1]
 (255)2 

PSNR (dB ) = 10 log
(7)

 MSE 
Where (MSE) used to calculate by taking difference between two images pixel by pixel, and it is
defined as:[3]

MSE =

1 M N
( x(i, j ) − y (i, j )) 2
∑∑
MN i=1 j =1

(8)

Where x(i,j) represents the original (reference) image and y(i,j) represents the distorted (modified)
image and i and j are the pixel position of the M×N image. MSE is zero when x(i, j) = y(i,j).
3.

Results and Discussion

The visualization results of MATLAB simulation are shown in Figure (4).
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Figure 4: Filtering noisy (CT) images
(a) and (b)original images(Brain & Chest )(c) and (d) noisy images(e) and (f) Average filter applied (g) and (h)
Median filtering applied (i) and (j) Weiner filtering applied

The values of (MSE & PSNR) for applied filter techniques are tabulated in Table (1) to evaluate and
compare the filtered (CT) images. The comparison has been made amongst (AMF, Median, and
Weiner) filters.
Table (1), Figure (4),and Figure (5).show the experimental results and illustrate a thorough
comparison of all the filtering techniques for brain and chest (CT) image used in this study.
Table 1: MSE and PSNR values

Image
Filter
Average
Median
Weiner

Brain
MSE
PSNR
572.77
20.55
412.41
21.97
886.03
18.65
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MSE
742.16
435.38
1.10 x103

Chest
PSNR
19.42
21.74
17.69
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Through finding the noises (speckle, Gaussian, salt and pepper) noises in both (CT) images by
filtering techniques it is found that the median filter works better for the removing multiple noises
from (CT) images. The highest values of (PSNR) are given by Median filter 21.97 and 21.74 for Brain
and Chest (CT) images respectively. Therefore the output images is greater denoised. The median
filter is more effective in removing different noises (speckle noise, Gaussian noise, salt and pepper).
Whereas the Weiner filter can be used to clean Gaussian noise by using local statistical properties of
the values under the mask, and it fails for salt and pepper noise. The median is much less sensitive
than the mean to extreme values. Since the median value must actually be the value of one of the
pixels in the neighbourhood, the median filter does not create new unrealistic pixel values when the
filter straddles an edge. These advantages aid median filters in suppressing the uniform noise as well
as other noises. Median filtering is therefore better able to remove this outlier without reducing the
sharpness of the image.[7-9]
25

PSNR
Brain

Chest

20

15

10

5
Average

Meadian

Weiner

Figure 5: PSNR values

4.

Conclusions

During image acquisition and transmission, noise is seen in images. This is characterized by noise
model. Image denoising is necessary action in image processing operation. Noise models also
designed by probability density function using mean, variance and mainly gray levels in digital images.
In this work, we have applied different filtering techniques (AMF, Median, and Weiner) to remove
multiple noises (speckle noise, Gaussian noise, salt and pepper). The simulation results found that the
median filter is more effective in removing different noises. Through this work we have observed
that the choice of filters for denoising the medical images depends on the type of noise and type of
filtering technique, which are used. These filters are very useful in many applications. These results
are more useful for medical diagnostic.
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ABSTRACT
Due to digital technologies, the usage of images in modern industrial life is increasing rapidly.
Therefore, the security of digital image has been a major issue in the modern digital world. Image
encryption methods are one of the strong techniques recommended in this domain. These
techniques try to convert an image to another image that is difficult to recognize and to
understand. This art aims fundamentally to achieve the storage and transmission of image
securely over the network. In this study a new image security technique is presented. As first step,
the new technique extracts the red, green, and blue (RGB) components from the original color
image. Then the XOR operation is used to change the RGB values of each pixel and then the
RGB pixel positions are also changed randomly according to the key matrix. MATLAB R2012a
was used to get the experimental results. The evaluation of this technique was done using some
color images which differ in size and type. Simulation results show that, the performance of the
proposed technique is high and the original image was retrieved without any distortion.
Keyword— image encryption; image decryption; color images; network security.

1.

Introduction

In recent years, with the explosive growth of both computer and internet technology, a huge amount
of sensitive and valuable data is being exchanged over unsecured networks. Data not just text it also
includes digital images, video, graphical objects, audio and other the multimedia data [1]. Digital
image is the most important multimedia data, it is widely used for many aspects of our daily life such
as online personal photograph album, internet communication, pay-per-view TV, digital signatures
legal, medical imaging systems, military image systems, etc [2]. Digital images are sent, treated
automatically and shared across the internet. So the protection of these images from unauthorized
access is offering a great challenge to governments, individuals and companies alike[3].
To meet this challenge, various image security techniques such as encryption, stenography, secret
sharing, watermarking, etc were proposed. Among these all, image encryption (IE) become one of
eminent technique especially using over the internet. These techniques try to convert an image to
another image that is difficult to recognize and to understand; while the image decryption is the result
of retrieving original image from the encrypted one [4]. Generally, the image encryption applies two
basic methods: replacement methods or scrambling methods [5]. Digital image scrambling is a useful
method for providing high protection to image data by scrambling image into an unintelligible
format [6].
Since 1990s, many existing image encryption techniques have been developed based on scrambling
techniques like key based scrambling techniques, Rubik Cube matrix transformation, image
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scrambling based on 2D, etc [7]. One of them was proposed by [8] to encrypt image by generate
random key sequence. Then the rows and columns of the image are scrambled using this key and
then circular shifting of the rows and columns are done using the same key. The authors of [5] also
uses scrambling method to encrypt the grey level image based on random number generation as
matrix. In [9], a new technique based on one-dimensional random scrambling and combined with
XOR operation is developed.
Although, there are various image encryption techniques available for executing images encryption
but, there is still a lack of appropriate techniques for images encryption [10]. So we still need to
develop more and more powerful techniques. Therefore, the main goal of this paper is to propose a
new image encryption technique based on one-dimensional scrambling method. Thus, the rest of the
paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the proposed technique is discussed in details; section 3
focuses on the experimental results of the new technique; section 4 gives explains the features of
proposed technique and conclusion is presented in section 5.
2.

The Proposed Technique

The new image encryption technique is based mainly on true color images, free from image size and
type. It consists of two main phases which are encryption and decryption phase as shown in figure 1
below. The first phase can be described as follows:
2.1.

Encryption phase

The proposed method of encryption consists of ten main steps as shown below:
Step 1. Input original color image and get its size.
Step 2. Based on the size of the original image, generate a random single array with unique values
varies from 1 to the original image size (i.e. If an image is 150×120 then the array will have 18000
elements). Save it as the secret key matrix ‘SKM’ which will be used later for image scrambling.
Step 3. Extract red ‘R’, green ‘G’, and blue ‘B’ components of the original image.
Step 4. Apply the XOR operation between the red matrix ‘R’ and the green matrix ‘G’ to get the new
green matrix ‘G1’ , ‘ G1= R ⊕G ’.
Step 5. Apply the XOR operation between the red matrix ‘R’ and the blue matrix ‘B’ to get the new
blue matrix ‘B1’, ‘ B1= R ⊕B ’.
Step 6. Apply the XOR operation between the red matrix ‘R’ and the matrix obtained in the previous
step to get the new red matrix ‘R1’, ‘ R1= R ⊕ B1 ’.
Step 7. Reshape the three matrices obtained in steps (4,5,6) to three one-dimensional arrays.
Step 8. Scrambling the pixel position in each matrix obtained in the previous step in the order of
randomness of SKM key.
Step 9. Reshape each matrix obtained in the previous step to 2-dimensional array which is the same
size as the original one.
Step 10. Finally re-combine separate color channels obtained in step 9 into a single RGB color image
to get encrypted image.
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Original
image

Get the secret key matrix (SKM)

Encrypted
image

Get the order of SKM key

Extract RGB components of
the original image as R, G, B

Extract RGB components of
the encrypted image as R1 ,G1, B1

G1= R ⊕ G

Reshape R1, G1 , B1 matrices to
three one-dimensional arrays

B1= R ⊕ B
R1= R ⊕ B1
Reshape G1 , B1, R1 matrices to
three one-dimensional arrays
Scrambling G1 , B1, R1 according
to SKM key

Unscramble R1, G1 , B1 matrices
according to SKM key
Reshape R1, G1 , B1 matrices to
three 2-dimensional arrays

Reshape G1 , B1, R1 matrices to
three 2-dimensional arrays
Re-combine G1, B1, R1 matrices
to a single color image and get
encrypted image

R = R 1⊕ B1
G = R ⊕ G1
B = R ⊕ B1

Re-combine G, B, R matrices to a
single color image and get the
original image

Encryption phase

Figure 1: The proposed technique phases

2.2

Decryption phase

The decryption stage can be performed according to following steps:
Step 1. Load the encrypted image and get its size.
Step 2. Get the random matrix, sort its elements in ascending order. Get the order of the key matrix
by comparing elements of matrix before and after sorting. According to the obtained order of the
key matrix ‘SKM’, we change positions of pixels in the input image to get back the original image.
Step 3. Extract red ‘R1’, green ‘G1’, and blue ‘B1’ components of the encrypted image.
Step 4. Reshape each matrix obtained in the previous step to three one-dimensional arrays.
Step 5. Unscrambling pixels in each matrix obtained in the previous step using SKM key.
Step 6. Convert each matrix obtained in the previous step to 2-dimensional array which is the same
size as the original one.
Step 7. Apply the XOR operation between the red matrix‘ R1’ and the blue matrix ‘B1’ obtained in
the previous step to get the original red matrix ‘ R’, ‘ R = R1 ⊕ B1’.
Step 8. Apply the XOR operation between the red matrix obtained in the previous step and the green
matrix obtained in step 6 to get the original green matrix ‘ G’, ‘G = R⊕G1’.
Step 9. Apply the XOR operation between the red matrix obtained in step7 and the blue matrix
obtained in step 6 to get the original blue matrix ‘ B’, ‘B = R⊕B1’.
Step 10. Finally re-combine separate color channels obtained in steps (7,8,9) to a single RGB color
image to get back the original image.
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3.

Experimental Results

The simulation of the above technique has been achieved by using MATLAB R2012a. The test
images applied in this work was analyzed using histogram and operational speed of technique. The
details of those processes as described below:
3.1.

Histogram

At this stage, two images were used in this performed analysis. They are 300 * 300 RGB image
named ‘Ahmed Al Bashir’ and 600 * 450 RGB image named ‘ Tree’. Figure 2 and figure 5 show the
original images with the histogram of each channel of the original color image. Figure 3 and figure 6
show encrypted images with the histogram of each channel of the encrypted color image while figure
4 and figure 7 show the decrypted images with the histogram of each channel of the decrypted color
image.

Figure 2: Original image of Ahmed

Figure 3: Encrypted image of Ahmed
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Figure 4: Decrypted image of Ahmed

Figure 7: Decrypted image of tree

The histogram analysis indicates that, for both images the original image and its encrypted image has
different statistics. As we see, the histograms of encrypted images are great different from the
histograms of the original images, which will make it difficult to apply any statistical attack on the
image encrypted.
3.2.

Operational Speed Analysis

This work also measures the CPU time taken by the new technique to encrypt and decrypt color
images. Seven different image sizes are selected to be used in this test. Table 1 shows the results of
compared the CPU time to encrypt and its decryption for each image.
TABLE 1: CONSUMED TIME FOR ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION PROCESSES

Image size
259*194*3
276*182*3
299*168*3
300*200*3
300*300*3
600*450*3
940*627*3

Encryption time (sec.)
0.003495
0.003214
0.003232
0.004063
0.005545
0.018416
0.040704

Decryption time (sec.)
0.013511
0.012671
0.014378
0.014976
0.027047
0.083314
0.188611

Total time (sec.)
0.017006
0.015885
0.01761
0.019039
0.032592
0.10173
0.229315

As can be seen in the table 1 above, the proposed technique gives the best speed to encrypt and
decrypt color images and has been observed a slight increase in execution time of technique with the
increase in image size.
The consequences disclose that, the proposed technique was implemented successfully and all original
images were recovered without any loss. So it could be used effectively to encrypt any color image.
4.

Features

A prominent features of the new technique are:
The proposed technique is a very effective and simple technique to encrypt color images.
It is adaptable to encrypt images differ in size and type.
It has high operation speed to execute both encryption and decryption processes.
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5.

Conclusions

In this work, a new technique to encrypt digital color images has been introduced. Statistical analysis
was done using histograms and operational speed analysis to get the experimental results. Simulation
results confirmed that the new technique has been successfully implemented and it could be used
effectively for encryption purposes. For the future work the proposed technique could be used to
encrypt other images types such as binary images and gray images.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is presenting the performance analysis of a cooperative MIMO(Multiple-InputMultiple-Output) relaying system with a single relay based on Alamouti scheme. It examines the
Space Time Codes (STC) techniques where the focus is on the Space Time Block Coding
(STBC). The MIMO system is built on Alamouti Space Time Block Coding (STBC) over
Rayleigh flat fading channels. The source and destination nodes are equipped with two transmit
antennas while the relay node is equipped with multiple antennas and Amplifiers-and-Forwards
(AF). In addition the receiver uses the Zero Forcing (ZF) equalizer. The system reliability will be
evaluated by using of bit error rate (BER) performance.
Keyword— MIMO relay network; Alamouti scheme; Space Time Block Coding (STBC); Zero Forcing (ZF) equalizer; bit
error rate (BER)

1.

Introduction

Wireless communications have recently turned to a technique known as Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) to improve the quality (bit-error rate) and data rate (bits/sec). MIMO technology
has attracted attention in wireless communications, because it offers significant increases in data
throughput and link range without additional bandwidth or increasing transmit power [1]. This is
done by using multiple transmit and receive antennas, as well as suitable coding techniques. They
take benefit of spatial and temporal diversity to combat the random fading induced by multi-path
propagation of the signal and maximize efficient use of bandwidth. There is also a fundamental gain
in transmitting data over a matrix rather than vector channel. Transmission of data over MIMO
channels has traditionally focused on data rate maximization or diversity maximization [2].
Recently, Cooperative communication[3] has attracted a lot of attention because of its ability to
enhance the system performance. Cooperative communication concerns a system where users share
and organize their resources to improve the transmission quality and enhance the power allocation.
The combination of MIMO processing with cooperative relaying helps to improve the capacity of
the overall cooperative system [4]. In recent times, it has been revealed that cooperation based on
Space-Time Block Codes (STBC) gives an effective method to present spatial diversity in various
wireless scenarios [5][6].
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1.1.

Multi - Antenna Transmission Methods

To transmit information over a single wireless link, different transmission and reception strategies
can be applied. Which one of them should be used depends on the knowledge of the instantaneous
MIMO channel parameters at the transmitter side. If the Channel State Information (CSI) is not
available at the transmitter, Spatial Multiplexing(SM) or Space-Time Coding(STC) can be used for
transmission. If the CSI is available at the transmitter, beam forming can be used to transmit a single
data stream over the wireless link. In this way, spectral efficiency and robustness of the system can be
improved [1]. It can be concluded that the choice of the transmission model depends on three
entities important for wireless link design, namely bit rate, system complexity and reliability. STC has
low complexity and promises high diversity, but the bit rate is moderate. SM provides high bit rate,
but is less reliable. Beam forming exploits array gain, is robust with respect to channel fading, but it
requires CSI at both transmitter and receiver. In this research only STC transmission has been
considered.
Let us consider a point-to-point MIMO system with 𝑛𝑡 transmit and 𝑛𝑟 receive antennas. The block
diagram is given in Figure 1. Let ℎ𝑖 ,𝑗 be a complex number corresponding to the channel gain
between transmit antenna 𝑗 and receive antenna 𝑖[2][3].
𝑻𝑿1

TRANSMETER

𝒉𝟏𝟏

𝒉𝟐𝟏

𝑻𝑿2

.
.
.
.

𝑻𝑿𝒏𝒕

𝑹𝑿𝟏

.
.
𝒉 𝒏𝒓 𝒏𝒕

𝑅𝑋2

RECIEVER

𝑹𝑿𝒏𝒕

Figure 1. MIMO model with 𝑛𝑡 transmit antennas and 𝑛𝑟 receive antennas.

If at a certain time instant the complex signals {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ,· · · , 𝑥𝑛𝑡 }are transmitted via 𝑛𝑡 transmit

antennas, the received signal at antenna 𝑖 can be expressed as [7]:
𝑛𝑡

𝑦𝑖 = � ℎ𝑖,𝑗 𝑥𝑗 + 𝑛𝑖
𝑗=1

(1)

Where 𝑛𝑖 is a noise term. Combining all receive signals in a vector Y, this equation can be easily
expressed in matrix form [7]:
𝑌 = 𝐻𝑥 + 𝑛
(2)
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Y is the 𝑛𝑟 × 1 receive symbol vector, H is the 𝑛𝑟 × 𝑛𝑡 MIMO channel transfer matrix, 𝑥 is the
𝑛𝑡 × 1 transmit symbol vector and 𝑛 is the𝑛𝑟 × 1 additive noise vector.
1.2.

Wireless Relaying Systems

The main advantages of using relay are to increase coverage and decrease the need to use high power
at the transmitter [8][9][10]. Essentially, in relaying systems the source terminal uses other terminals
or relays to forward its information to the destination terminal. Generally, there are two types of
relaying systems, Decode-and-Forward (DF) relaying systems, and Amplify-and-Forward (AF)
systems. In this paper AF system is used to implement the Model. Recently, with a good
understanding of the benefits of MIMO systems, scientists have suggested some methods that could
help to achieve the advantages of both MIMO and wireless relaying systems.
2.

System Model

In this paper, we present performance analysis of a MIMO relaying system based on Alamouti
scheme. As shown in Figure 2, the system considered two antennas at source and destination and
one relay centred exactly between the source and destination. BPSK signal modulation is used to
generate equal probability of ‘0’s and ‘1’s at the transmitter side.

Figure 2. 2×2 MIMO relaying system.

At the relay node, we have used AF algorithm. The system channel between source, relay and relay
destination are simply used as Rayleigh flat-fading channel with Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) with zero mean. Also the Zero Forcing (ZF) technique has been used as equalizer at the
receiver side.
2.1.

Space Time Block Coding scheme

In this paper, two transmit and receive antennas is used. The input information stream 𝒙(𝑡) is
encoded by STBC encoder. Alamouti suggested that group the symbols into groups of two. In the
first time slot, send 𝒙1 and 𝒙2 from the first and second antenna. In second time slot send 𝒙1∗ and

−𝒙∗2 from the first and second antenna. Where (. )∗ denoted to complex conjugate function. Thus, at
two time slots the input symbols are given by [10]:
𝑥 −𝑥2∗
𝑥(𝑡) = � 1
�
(3)
𝑥2
𝑥1∗
The encoded information is transmitted through Rayleigh fading channel and AWGN as addition
noise. The received signal vector at the receiver can be given like:
In the first time slot, the received signal is [7]:
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𝑦11
𝑛11
ℎ11 ℎ12 𝑥1
� � � + � 1�
� 1� = �
ℎ21 ℎ22 𝑥2
𝑦2
𝑛2
In the second time slot, the received signal is:

(4)

𝑦12
𝑛12
ℎ11 ℎ12 −𝑥2∗
=
�
+
�
�
�
�
�
�
ℎ21 ℎ22
𝑦22
𝑥1∗
𝑛22
Combining the equations at time slot 1 and 2.
ℎ11 ℎ12
𝑦11
𝑛11
ℎ ℎ
⎛ 𝑦21 ⎞ ⎛ ∗21 22∗ ⎞ 𝑥1
⎛ 𝑛12 ⎞
=
�
�
+
ℎ
−ℎ
∗
⎜𝑦 2 ⎟ ⎜ 12 11 ⎟ 𝑥2
⎜ 𝑛 2∗ ⎟
∗
∗
1
1
ℎ22 −ℎ21
2∗
2∗
𝑦
𝑛
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎝
⎠
⎝ 2⎠
�

2.2.

(5)

(6)

Relay Procedure

The received signal 𝑦𝑟 at relay node is amplified by matrix F and retransmitted to the destination
node. The relaying matrix F can be expressed by [10][11][12]:
𝐹 = 𝛽𝑟 𝐼𝑁𝑟
(7)
Where 𝛽𝑟 is the amplifying factor of the relay and 𝑰𝑁𝑟 is the 𝑁𝑟 × 𝑁𝑟 identity matrix. The amplifying
factor is calculated by [11][12]:
𝑃𝑎 = 𝛽𝑟 2 𝑡𝑟�𝐹�𝐻𝑟 𝐻𝑟𝐻 + 𝐼𝑁𝑟 �𝐹 𝐻 �

𝐻

Where 𝑃𝑎 is the transmit power in relay node, (. )
transpose and tr(.) denotes to trace of a matrix[9][8].
2.3.

(8)

represent the Hermitian complex conjugate

Zero Forcing (ZF) Algorithm

The ZF equalizer is used in receivers to alleviate the effects of ISI. Therefore, to reach reasonable
system performance and to decrease the complexity of the equalizer, ZF equalization technique has
been used in this research [7]. The equivalent channel matrix with noise given by [11][12]:
𝐻 = 𝐻𝑟,𝑑 𝐹𝐻𝑟
(9)
𝑛 = 𝐻𝑟,𝑑 𝐹𝑛𝑟 + 𝑛𝑟,𝑑

(10)

Where 𝐻𝑟 is the channel between source and relay and 𝐻𝑟,𝑑 is the channel between relay and
destination.

The estimated received signal 𝑥� can be determined as following:
(11)
𝑥� = 𝑊𝑍𝐹 𝑌
𝐻
−1
Where 𝑊𝑍𝐹 = 𝐻(𝐻 𝐻) ,is known as the ZF pseudo-inverse for a general 𝑚 × 𝑛 matrix and
(. )−1 indicates simple matrix inversion.
3.

Results and Discussion

In this research two-hops MIMO relay network with STBC is simulated by MATLAB software. The
MATLAB program used to highlights the performance of STBC MIMO relay compared with STBC
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MIMO without using relay (Direct connection). In addition, we have examined the optimum location
of the relay, by fixing the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at 20dB and make the distance varied.
In this program the BPSK modulation is used to modulate the information, and also STBC encoder
and decoder is used at the source and destination sides. The backward channel (source to relay) and
the forward channel (relay to destination) are Rayleigh fading channel with zero mean complex
circular AWGN. In addition, the ZF relay scheme is used at the receiver side as equalizer to alleviate
the effects of ISI. At the relay node the AF technique has been used because it’s easy to implement
and the results near to practice one. The results have been divided to two sections:
Section I: The performance is measured by means of calculating the Bit Error Rate (BER) and
plotting against the SNR between the source and destination, where the SNR is varied between 0 to
30dB. The MIMO network is used, with and without using relay. The distance in this section has
been fixed as D for source-relay and relay destination, and 2D for direct connection (without aid of
relay) as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The distance considerations.
BER analysis of STBC in MIMO
MIMO Relay
Direct Connection
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Figure 4. BER for MIMO using relay (MIMO relay) and MIMO without relay (Direct Connection).

As can be seen from Figure 4, the curves show the performance of MIMO using relay (MIMO relay)
and MIMO without using relay (Direct Connection) between the source and destination using ZF
algorithm for both. It can be observed that the BER performance for (MIMO relay) network is much
better than the performance of MIMO(Direct Connection) network that’s because the relay amplify
and forward the information at distance D and retransmitted it again while in direct connection the
source transmit the information directly over distance 2D with the same transmitted power. So, when
we compare the BER plot, we can see that (Direct Connection) network has around 3dB poorer
performance than (MIMO relay) network. That’s introducing the relay network in the MIMO system
minimize the BER which is more constructive in practical communication systems.
Section II: In this section the SNR has been fixed at 20dB and the distance between the source and
relay is varied. This step has been taken to find out the optimum location for the relay between the
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source and destination. In this part, we estimate the distance between the source and destination as
unit function equal to 1, so the distance between source to relay is D and relay destination B=(1-D).
Therefore, the relay location starts at 0.1 and ends at 0.9.
BER vs Distance

Bit Error Rate
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Figure 5. Find out the optimum location of the relay between the source and destination.

As can be seen from Figure 5 the curve shows optimum location of the relay between source and
destination and the effects of changing the relay location. The curve shows the best location for the
relay between source and destination. As can be seen from output performance the best place for
relay is almost in the middle distance between source and destination. In addition, the worst case
when the relay was near to the destination.
4.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the aim of this paper was the performance of Space Time Block Codes (STBC) in
MIMO relay communication systems. The research showed the relevant theories for MIMO relay
network and STBC coding in order to get the appreciation for the theoretical predictions of the
performance of the MIMO relay network systems. The simulation used the STBC based on multiantenna cooperative systems and provided the corresponding simulated performance under Rayleigh
fading channel AF algorithm and ZF equalizer. The system performance is improved more with the
(MIMO relay) network than the MIMO system without the aid of relay network (Direct connection).
In addition, to get the best performance of the MIMO relay network the relay has to be at the middle
distance between the sources and destination.
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ABSTRACT
Vocabularies, the core of any language, is probably the most challenging and time consuming
part of learning a foreign language in a diverse and disperse community of learners. This study
proposes an approach that can help a learner build up his/her English vocabulary volume by
intensive article reading, the inclusion of Google Cloud Natural Language API and Glosbe
Dictionary API, the use of review value calculation computing technique. The review vale
calculation were able to determine the number of days were the new words should be reviewed
and be part of the long-term memory. Result shows that students were able to increase their
words acquisition skills by applying technology and computing. Students were able to retain
words fast and understand better, by employing an interactive monitoring process. If the system
will be implemented carefully, it is hypothetically produce a faster technique in acquiring new
vocabularies for foreign students.
Keyword— Vocabulary schema, review value calculation, short term memory, long term memory, assessment

interval

1.

Introduction

E-learning has been used to help students learn the English language in their own convenient time
and place [1]. It has become a large industry offering online lessons to students with the use of videoconference system. Video conferencing fosters communication and collaboration and traineeteachers and can jointly dissect the newly acquired knowledge [2][3]. The author [4] concluded that
video conferencing is a “powerful tool” to give students confidence in innovative teaching practices.
More students view it as a great alternative to learning the English language outside the classroom.
They see it as new age education systems that can bring knowledge in an updated form. Vocabulary is
one of the critical part of learning English language. It is a fundamental way to comprehend whatever
the student hears, reads and most importantly, how the person communicates to the world. It is
known to be one of the hardest of acquiring the knowledge to speak the English language but it is
often overlooked. With more teachers and learners giving priorities to Grammar and Reading Skills,
students have a hard time learning and retaining the words that they have learned. They immediately
forget the words after the teacher has given them the meaning or even after looking at the dictionary.
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A lot of studies suggested on how students can improve their vocabulary. One of the best would be
through reading.
A long-term habit of extensively reading articles that are appropriate for a learner’s English ability
can greatly improve the vocabulary and command of a learner of English. However, this strategy may
be difficult to implement for a learner with no extensive vocabulary because the learner may have
problems either in choosing appropriate levels of articles in accordance with her/his needs and
interests or in figuring out the meaning of unknown words using the semantics of familiar words in
an article that is obtained. Dictionaries are always helpful; however, the need to continually look up
unknown words, which once learned may be forgotten in a few days as per learning curve theory,
might also easily discourage a learner. Several studies have also developed language tutoring systems
in order to assist learners in learning language and have also proposed different personalization
strategies [5]. With regard to an e-learning system, it is also hard to select appropriate articles for such
learners if details on or precise profiles of learners are never established.
This study proposes an approach that can help a learner build up his/her English vocabulary volume
by intensive article reading, during which meanings of unknown words are understood in the context
of articles, assessment test and the used of evolutionary computer science technique, the review value
calculation for determining vocabulary memory retention. The intention is to obtain the vocabulary
from articles more affective, so learners will not easily forget the words.
2.

Related Literature

Vocabulary learning is the area in which learners use learning strategies most frequently [6]. Oxford
defines learning strategies as “operations employed by the learner to aid the acquisition, storage,
retrieval and use of information”. Vocabulary learning has been classified into two ways the
traditional vocabulary learning and technology savvy vocabulary learning. Traditional vocabulary
learning prepare selected vocabulary lists to assist learners and claim that such lists can reinforce
students’ memories and understanding of the words. However, it is impossible to compile a
vocabulary list that is appropriate for all the students in a class with different English levels [7].
Another study used keyword method as the best memory technique for learning concrete words but
not abstract words [8]. Another suggests that the use of vocabulary notebook/index cards can be an
effective shortcut to achieve [9]. Ideally, the words recorded in the notebook/index cards are chosen
according to the need of individual learners, thus learner autonomy is raised. As a matter of fact,
learner autonomy and its effectiveness have been widely recognized. One way to aid vocabulary
acquisition is through the use of technology in pedagogically sound manner [10]. Semantic mapping
is a popular strategy used in classrooms. Learners are encouraged to use concepts and relationships to
create a semantic map in which keywords are highlighted. Linkage is formed between the above
information and the new word so as to reinforce the memory of the new word. Researchers have
both positive and negative comment toward this method [11]. It is also interesting to note that both
traditional and technology savvy technique is worthy to mention however there still a need to address
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and develop new innovative ways to improve learning in vocabulary acquisition using deterministic
peer review calculation that deals with words retention and acquisitions.
3.

Vocabulary Architecture and Methods

Figure 1 shows the English vocabulary schema building processes which are composed of four
phases: assessment phase, practicing phase, vocabulary acquisition phase, and the actual acquisition
phase. During assessment phase, the level and interest of the learner will be initially assessed to create
learner’s vocabulary schema, profiles and a personalized learning process. The establishment of
interest and level of the student (based on European standard), the system is capable of rendering 25
– 40 articles, depending on the information taken during the initial assessment. As the learning
process progress, short quizzes will be given based on the learner’s vocabulary schema to determine
learner’s comprehension.
Practicing phase on the other hand is capable of helping learners through human English native
speakers subject to the availability of online Instructor. Usually, learners will request an online
instructor for actual mentoring and tutoring. Results will then be recorded for profiling the learner’s
vocabulary schema. When the user requested to speak to a native speaker, the system will find a
teacher that is available at that time in the system. The native speaker will then be given enough time
to review the student’s level and vocabulary schema before speaking to the student.
Vocabulary acquisition phase is a stage where an article will be presented based on learner’s level,
interest and profiles. The article is directly link to the Google Cloud Natural Language Application
Programming Interface (API) to determine parts of speech and grammars rules, lemmatization and
stemming while Instructor define vocabularies that needs to be learned by the learners. Actual
acquisition stage define the meaning of the vocabularies, employing Glospe Dictionary API to define
the vocabulary according to the localized definition of words and language conversion from language
to another e. g. English to Spanish and to other recognized languages.
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Figure 1: The vocabulary learning processes of the system

In the learning process and acquiring new words, the review value calculation will dynamically
computed to determine reinforcement (reading related articles), adjustment (quizzes) to make sure
that new vocabularies will be learned. The higher the value of review value calculation the higher its
memory retention. There are four essential table that will keep the progress and assessment of the
leaner: learner’s portfolio table, learner’s vocabulary schema table, general vocabulary table and article
table. These tables will contain the entire learner’s information such as interest, level and articles
which will be saved automatically. This is where Review Value Calculation Module will get all the
information before giving the user the appropriate articles to read, vocabulary to use in the articles
and quizzes to give.
Looking at the conditions, if the learner gets lower than 3 out of the given 4 questions, learner stays
in the same level, but on the other hand, if the learner gets 3 or more he would then move on to the
next succeeding questions until the system finds his rightful level. To determine the acquisition of a
new vocabulary, short-term and long–term should be determined using the concepts of review value
calculation or rvc. Short-term refers to any newly obtained vocabulary in the system. When user
obtains a new vocabulary it will be marked as a default short-term. Each newly obtained vocabulary is
ranked as 1 in the user’s vocabulary schema. As the words continuously appearing in the quizzes its
rank increases. The system will compute the assessment interval or Ai as shown in (1). The lower the
rank of the word, the more it would appear in assessment so the learner could master that particular
word. If the words reaches rank 4 then it will be transferred to long term memory.
𝐴𝑖 = �𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(0.5 ∗ 𝑟𝑐) + (2 ∗ 𝑠𝑝) + (2 ∗ 𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑐)� ∗ 𝑟𝑔(1)
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The assessment interval, Ai is computed in terms of days. The next assessment for that particular
vocabulary is after 36 days. A quiz containing that word would then appear and if the learner gets it
correctly, a new assessment interval would then take places and it could appear – depending on the
system’s calculation, a month, a year or so. Nevertheless, after 36 days interval and an assessment
happen, if the user got it wrong, it would be degraded again into short-term.
4.

Results And Discussion

For brevity, figures and tables have been restructured; only 20 out of 50 learners have been used for
discussion. A total of 50 students were extracted from 1000 possible learners of the company. Table
1 shows the initial level of learners from different countries doing online courses of English
Communication, mostly from Turkish, Russian, European and Central Asian. The age average is 24.5
with standard deviation of 1.25. The area of interest is adventure while English level is ranging from
beginners level A1 to B1.
Table 1: Users’ profile and initial assessment result

It has shown that the participants have almost the same level considering their age and nationalities.
This may be probable due to less exposure of English language on these countries. The development
process of vocabulary schema was divided into three parts, namely: will be obtained, newly obtained
and obtained vocabulary words.
Table 2 shows the status of the 20 learners with their corresponding records given the articles in the
area of adventures. The third column corresponds to the target vocabulary or will be obtained
vocabularies. For student number 1 for example, it requires to have a 110 to be obtained vocabularies
but 78 were obtained with rendered 10 articles out of 15 articles and etc. All these are all part of
showing the students’ progress throughout their journey in enhancing their vocabulary schema and
learning English.
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Table 2: Learners profile on target vocabulary and number of articles

Apart from the front-end of the system, another major component to consider as to how review
value calculation algorithm is implemented to support improving the learner’s vocabulary schema is
considering the back-end, formula used in finding the assessment of interval. Assessment interval
defines the schedule on when that particular vocabulary should appear in the quiz. Considering the
performance during exam counter, how many times the word appeared in the articles and did the
learner conduct a speaking practice with the lecturer online, are the components of finding the
assessment interval. For discussion, student number 2 were taken and extracted for discussion.
Applying the formula discussed in previous section, Table 3 derived the attributes of vocabulary_id 62,
and the assessment interval of the vocabulary will be assessed after 4 days. Looking at the created_at
entry, this shows when the vocabulary was first seen and if it appears in other articles updated_at will
be refreshed. But based on the assessment interval, if the particular word was created last 2017-11-29,
a quiz will be given to the learner four days later (2017-12-03) regarding the vocabulary.
This approach is actually seen in General English Proficiency Test, GEPT, in Taiwan as early as
2000. Same vocabulary and articles used in different levels of GEPT for different levels of English
abilities. In addition to adjusting memory cycles of vocabulary (Wang, 2012), it also infers the
relationships between words in an article and intelligently adjusts the memory cycles of those words
that do not appear in the after-reading quizzes but are known to a learner. This approach does not
only enhance the learner’s vocabulary schema but also checks the learnt word from time-to-time with
assessment interval.
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Table 3: The assessment interval of a particular student

Figure 2 shows the monitoring of individual progress of the user in terms of his/her vocabulary
schema. It includes the number of gained short-term and long-term vocabularies. This graphic
illustration is presented for visual and vivid purposes. Out of 67 new acquired vocabularies 10 of
which were converted into long-term while the other is currently active based on read articles.
Clicking the show button in Figure 2 will show all the new vocabularies learnt by the learner. The
vocabulary, type of figure of speech and its translation are all shown to serve as if a dictionary of its
own and refer as the vocabulary schema. Learners can easily track his/her own progress with a click
in his/her most convenient time. The used of review value calculation provide essential factor to
support improving the learner’s vocabulary schema is through the promotion of the learner from one
level to another. For instance, the system can shows and monitor students who makes progress by
increasing its level. For example student 2 was able to obtain 100 new vocabularies and after taking a
handful of quizzes; he would be promoted to A2.

Figure 2: Long-term vs. short-term vocabulary

Vocabulary, the core of any language, is probably the most challenging and time consuming part of
learning a foreign language. It takes time and flows like a continuous process, once you have settled
the fundamentals of a language (pronunciation, orthography and basic grammar). Throughout this
process, learners become familiarized with the words they come across. It is the frequency of usage
and the number of encounters in different forms and contexts that determine the acquisition of new
vocabulary. When teaching vocabulary, the context is really important that is why some authors
underlines the important words that can be used for real communication [12]. The great challenge for
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teachers to design individual and group activities using the Internet resources is how to explore
different cultures more directly and effectively [13]. University language learners studying English as
additional subject, still have problems in acquiring vocabulary. The assumption is that this might be
due to the strategies used in teaching vocabulary. Thus, language teachers and researchers started
considering technology as an option to teach more effectively. It seems that learners show very little
effort to deal with their problems about newly learned words when technology is involved. During
the lesson teachers often assume that students will deal with this problem of vocabulary building
outside the class on their own. However, learners do not have enough knowledge about the
vocabulary learning techniques and they have difficulty in dealing with this problem themselves [14].
5.

Conclusion

Learning new vocabulary is one of the most challenging and time eating processes of foreign learners.
Several vocabulary type of researches have navigated this area of tutoring and successfully
implemented in different manners. The study focus on learning new vocabulary by rendering articles
for reading based on the user interest and entry level thereby progressing in due time. To make sure
that the acquisition of vocabulary will happen, a computing mechanism has been incorporated into
the system using review value calculation. By it used, learners were able to monitor their progress and
vocabulary acquisition by transferring to long-term memory from short term memory. Based on the
results many foreign students were able to demonstrate fast comprehension and understanding.
Almost all the student increased their English level according to European English Level Framework.
Although the study is successfully implement, computing mechanism in words acquisition, there is a
need to have an intelligent system to help the learners to advance in words acquisition. For example,
a presence of an artificial intelligence to teach the student and encourage them to continue is needed
for faster words acquisition. Another proposal is to transform the learning process into a game based
tutoring system in acquiring new vocabularies.
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ABSTRACT
Many computing systems used in applications of critical systems utilize fault tolerance criteria for
normally continuing to operate. Operating in the presence of faults is required in many
applications for safety and reliability such as in electric power distribution systems,
telecommunications, medical life-support, nuclear reactor control, transportation, automotive,
aircraft, and space vehicles. Such systems require continuity and reliability of service. One of the
used techniques for meeting the severe reliability requirements inherent in certain future
computer application is the use of Triple Modular Redundant (TMR) configuration. Essentially,
this technique depends on voting two out of three system output levels. In this paper a faulttolerant system is proposed using TMR configuration for processors and memory modules with
spare model for - line self- reconfiguration. A voter is designed to pass reliable data and signals
between processors and memory modules. The voter has the capability to analyze the error and
stop the system on the proper time. The proposed system is designed at register level and tested
using MATLAB simulation. A set of different faults are injected in different modules of the
system in different data pater. The simulation results present the accuracy and capability of the
proposed system with respect to faults as well as the ability of errors handing.
Keyword— Triple Modular Redundant (TMR); Critical systems; Voter; Computing systems.

1.

Introduction

Many systems require continuity and reliability of service while operating in the presence of limited
faults. The ability to deliver highest quality of service for which it is intended is very important criteria
in critical systems. To fulfil these primary requirements, fault tolerant techniques are necessary to
make sure these systems are fault-tolerant systems which continue to operate satisfactory in the
presence of faults[1]. One of the used techniques for meeting the severe reliability requirements
inherent in certain future computer application is the use of Triple Modular Redundant (TMR)
configuration. The author in [2] stated that the TMR technique required tight synchronization
between different units which achieved by using a single and very reliable clock to insure continuity
of operation in fault tolerant systems. A fault tolerant system is a system that its behaviour is
compatible with its specification in presence of faults in some of its components [3]. Faults in
different operating systems are presented in many publications such as in [4] and [5] which represent
detailed information regarding fault time latency and transient faults. The choice of error detection,
fault handling techniques and their implementation as well as the classes of faults are presented in [6].
Multi-Version techniques based on the use of two or more versions or “variants” of a piece of
software, executed either in sequence or in parallel are presented in [7]. Dynamic recovery is generally
more hardware-efficient than voted systems, and it is, therefore, the approach of choice in resource-
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constrained systems especially in high performance scalable systems.. Its disadvantage is that
computational delays occur during fault recovery where fault coverage is often low and special
operating systems may be required [8].
Error detection checks that are employed in computer systems can be of different types, depending on
the system and the fault of interest. Most error detection mechanisms are presented in [9]. Error
coverage and mechanisms of error prediction and of latent errors are presented in [5, 10, 11]. Error
detection methods such as Watchdog timers have been used since the early days of digital systems
especially in embedded systems [12, 13].
The concept of redundancy implies the addition of information, resources, or time beyond what is
needed for normal system operation. The redundancy can take one of four forms, including hardware
redundancy, time redundancy, software redundancy, and information redundancy. The concept of
hardware redundancy became more common and more practical, the cost of replicating hardware
within a system is decreasing simply because the cost of hardware are decreasing. The Hardware
redundancy means the addition of extra hardware, usually for the purpose either detecting errors or
tolerating faults[14].
The most known hardware fault tolerance technique is triple modularity redundancy (TMR), which
has been used in many fault tolerant systems. The use of TMR technique and its advantages as well
as the use of multistage TMR with replicate voters are presented in [15] and [16]. In [17], a
commodity chip multiprocessors (CMP) design with features for providing system-level soft error
protection, is described with dual modular redundant (DMR) and triple modular redundant (TMR)
systems. In [18], A hypothetical triple-modular redundant computer is subjected to a Monte Carlo
program on the IBM 704, which simulates component failures. Two types of namely duplex and
triple modular redundancy (TMR) systems are presented in [19]. More application and
representations of TMR are presented in [20-22]
In this paper a fault-tolerant system is proposed using TMR configuration for processors and
memory modules with spare model for –line self- reconfiguration. A voter is designed to pass reliable
data and signals between processors and memory modules.
2.

The Proposed TNR System

2.1.

TMR Technique Review

The most known hardware fault tolerance technique is triple modularity redundancy (TMR), which
has been used in many fault tolerant systems. The hardware unit (M) represented in Figure1 is
triplicated and all three units work in parallel. The outputs of these three units are given to the voting
element (V). The voting element accepts the outputs from the three modular and delivers the majority
vote as output.
M
input

M

V

output

M

Figure 1: Triple Modularity Redundancy (TMR) organization
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Clearly, the TMR organization can completely mask the failure of the one hardware unit. One of the
features of TMR is that no explicit actions need to be performed for error detection, recovery, etc,
TMR is particularly suitable for transient faults, since in the basic TMR the voter does not "remove"
the faulty unit after an error occurs. This scheme cannot handle the failure of two units. In fact, once
one unit fails, it is essential that both units should be work correctly (so that the voter can get a
majority voted output). Due to this, the reliability of the TMR system becomes lower than a simplex
system once a failure occurs.
The TMR scheme depends on the voting element. However, the voting element is typically a simple
and highly reliable circuits. Another implementation aspect of TMR is that it requires tight
synchronization between the different units. This has been frequently achieved by using a single
clock. This requires the clock to be very reliable.
2.2.

The Proposed System

Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) configuration is the most efficient method to tolerate many types
of faults and masking many types of errors at the system level. It is suitable for real time applications
and online system reconfiguration where instant maintenance is not possible such as in Autopilot and
unmanned space vehicles. This configuration tolerates the following set of faults:
•
•
•

Faults effecting the operation of processors, memory modules and system buses.
Faults produced from programs, compilers used to produce those programs
Design and manufacturing faults in processors modules and memory modules.

Whereas the set of occurred errors that can be masked by this configuration includes the following
classes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processors internal transient errors.
Processors internal intermittent errors.
Data bus errors.
Address bus Errors.
Control and timing bus errors.
Memory transient errors.
Memory intermittent errors.
Memory buses errors.

In a TMR configuration permanent errors caused by any faulty module are detected but not
tolerated. Therefore the faulty module has to be replaced by a good one in order to resume system
functions. Real-Time applications cause long down-time and increases Mean Time To Repair MTTR.
In such a system the MTTR should be zero in order to recover from those errors and to continue
system operations to achieve a high reliability.
To overcome a wide range of those errors and to tolerate that set of faults, a good configuration is
proposed for a high reliable and available system with Self-Reconfiguration. In this proposed
configuration, processors modules are treated separately from memory modules and the memory
modules form also TMR subsystem. Another feature of this configuration is that voting is done at
the signals level (data, address and control signals) between the processors modules and the memory
modules.
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According to this proposed configuration, the three processors (1,2,3) work in parallel and execute
the same code and perform the same task. All signals outgoing from these processors are passed
through a voter that compares these signals and passes the majority matched ones. If one processor
does not match with the other two then the selected majority output from the voter is passed to the
memory modules (or to the external I/O devices). Then that processor or its system bus is
considered faulty and is given a time to recover from transient faults. If the same processors shows
faulty outputs for more than a pre-specified attempts, it is considered as permanent faulty module
and the whole system enters a reconfiguration procedure by bringing the spare processor to replace
the faulty one.
The same process is done with the memory modules when data is read from memory to the
processors. The voter is introduced with two sides: one side for the processors modules and the
other side for the memories modules. The voter should also be designed in such a way to work as a
comparator and by pass buffer. The voter should also have the mechanism to reconfigure the system
by isolating (disconnecting) a faulty module and invoking (connecting) the spare module. The other
task of the voter is to load the invoked processor with the current state of the other two processors
by a roll-forward recovery procedure and resuming the system operation.
2.3.

System Operation

The following assumptions are considered for the proposed system:
1
System is at start state.
2
All named model are loaded with the same copy of the program.
3
All three processors are ready to execute the same program.
4
The spare processor is physically connected but logically and electorally disconnected.
5
Give all general block diagram to used voter, three processors and three memories.
The block diagram of the voter are shown in Figure 2 which represents the composition of the
Voter.
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Processor data pus DP1

memory data pus DM1

Processor Address pus AP1

memory Address pus AM1

Processor control pus CP1

memory control pus CM1

Processor data pus DP2

memory data pus DM2
memory Address pus AM2

Processor Address pus AP2
VOTER
Processor control pus CP2

memory control pus CM2

Processor data pus DP3

memory data pus DM3

Processor Address pus AP3

memory Address pus AM3

Processor control pus CP3

memory control pus CM3

Processor spar PS

memory spar MS

I/O Device

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the voter

In the input side of the Voter there are three processors (Data, Address, and Control) as well as a
spare processor. Similarly, in the output of the Voter there are three memories (Data, Address, and
Control) as well as a spare memory. Data will be transferred to the I/O devices in case of data saving
fail.
Figure 3 represents operating flow chart in which the system starts working by applying either Read
or Write command. The system is then tested whether it is working or not. If the system working, a
check is made on Address, Control and Data. If not, processors are added to the system and the
system is tested again. Then, the three processors are tested. In case of error detection, the damaged
processor is specified and repaired and the system continues working. Then data writing and saving
in the memory is done. On the other side the process of reading data from the memory is running.
Then a test is made. In case of an error is detected, error is located and repaired. This process
continues until finishing the desired job.
The operation starts in " write cycle" by entering data to pr1,pr2 and pr3. After that ,the operation
is tested to know if there is an error or not?
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Start

Start all system

1

Check R/W signal

Add processor for
the system

2

Match?

no

Restart the system

yes

Check address

Check control

Check R/W signal

yes
Check data

yes

Match?
no

Match?

M

Match?

yes

yes

Match?

no

1

yes

no

Three
done?
yes
Local unit
processors fault

A
Reconfiguration
processors

Figure 3: Operating flow chart

There are two cases "Yes" or "No".
"yes"
means there is an error and another test will start to know whether the error is
permanent or not. The voter will know in which process the error occurs.
" no" means that the error is transient and it may be regain by doing the operation again.
Once the faulty process is known, it will be changed by a spare process to continues the
operation .
Case II: If "NO" we need to know where the results will be sent. There are two options. Either
the results will be sent to the memory and the data will be saved into "me1,me2 and me3 " or
the data will be sent into the input ,output devices.
Regarding read cycle, the data will be read from the memory and the operation will continue to
the end of the cycle in similar manner.
3.

Numerical results

The results can be summarized in Tables 1, 2, 3,4, 5 and 6 which represent Processor Data Bus,
Memory Data Bus, processor address Bus, memory address Bus, Control processor Bus and Control
memory Bus including total time latency.
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Table 1: Processor Data Bus

Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

Time Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

Dp1

0

0

2.7375e-005

0

N

Dp2

0

0

2.7375e-005

0

N

Dp3

4

3

2.7375e-005

75%

Y

Total

4

3

8.3991e-005

75%

Y

The system considered healthy when DP3 recorded failure two consecutive times. When number of
errors =3,a permanent error in DP3 is recorded and changed with the spare one (DPs).
Table 2: Memory Data Bus

Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

DM1

2

2

2.9241e-005

100%

Y

DM2

0

0

2.9241e-005

0

N

DM3

0

0

2.9241e-005

0

N

Total

2

2

8.7724e-005

100%

Y

A permanent error in DM1is recorded with latency time = 2.9241e-005 sec; and total latency time =
8.7724e-005sec;The error in DM1 is temporary and a 100% recovered.
Table 3: Processor address Bus

Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

Ap1

0

0

3.2352e-005

0

N

Ap2

3

3

3.2352e-005

100%=100%

Y

Ap3

0

0

3.2352e-005

0

N

Total

3

3

9.7055e-005

100%

Y

The number of injected errors equal to 3, and the error in AP2 is permanent and changed with the
spare one (Aps).

Table 4: Memory address Bus

Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

AM1

0

0

2.8152e-005

0

N

AM2

0

0

AM3

6

3

2.8152e-005

0

N

2.8152e-005

3/6*100%=50%

Y

Total

6

3

8.4457e-005

50%

Y

Number of errors =3 and permanent error in AM3. The spare AMs replaces the mean AM3 with
50% coverage.
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Table 5: Control processor Bus

Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

Cp1

2

2

2.8774e-005

2/2*100%=100%

Y

Cp2

0

0

2.8774e-005

0

N

Cp3

0

0

2.8774e-005

0

N

Total

2

2

8.6323e-005

100%

Y

The error in CP1 is temporary with 100% coverage.
Table 6: Control memory Bus

Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

CM1

0

0

2.9863e-005

0

N

CM2

3

3

2.9863e-005

3/3*100%=100%

Y

CM3

0

0

2.9863e-005

0

N

Total

3

3

8.9589e-005

100%

Y

The number of errors =3 and the error in CM2 is permanent. The spare CMs is utilized instead of
using the mean CM2.
4.

Conclusions

The principles and concepts of fault tolerance were introduced and investigated. The analysis was
devoted to the online error detection and mainly focused on the use triplication techniques.
According to the outcome from the survey of the online error detection techniques and
investigation of some previous systems, a TMR system configuration was proposed to increase
system reliability and availability for self – reconfigurable application. In this system both the
processor and memory module are triplicated with one spare module. A voter was designed to
pass reliable data and singles between processors module and memory modules. The voter has the
capability to stop the system and analysis the error. It enters the system for roll- back procedure in
case of transient error or it replaces the faulty module with the spare one in case of permanent
error. Thus system is recovered and resumes its operation on line which achieves the target
objective. To verify the capabilities and the behaviour of proposed system and voter design, the
system is simulated using MATLAB package. A set of faults are injected in different information
paths and the response of the system was monitored.
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ABSTRACT
Handwriting recognition technology is the ability of a computer to recognize characters, words
and other symbols that have been written by hand in natural handwriting. This study presents a
method for recognition of Handwritten Arabic Words (HAW) through expanding in the way of
structural features extraction by relying on geometrical information (straight lines, loops, points,
and curve). The input to the system is binary images written by hand by number of people. The
features are to convert the image from two dimensional into one dimensional as a victor that is
to be used as a signature for the image the experiments have been conducted on a database of a
thousand words representing names of a hundred Libyan cities at a rate of ten patterns for each
city. Classification of the words was dependence on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) of
Multiple Layers Perception (MLP) type. Wherein half of the words were used to train the
network and the other half to test the network. The ratio of recognition was 80.4 %.
Keyword—

recognition, features extraction, structural information.

1.

Introduction

Words and characters recognition methods have been improved since many years. These methods
used for printed or handwritten scripts and used two different approaches of processing which are
online and offline. It has been gaining more interest lately due to the increasing popularity of
handheld computers, digital notebooks, and advanced cellular phones. These devices nowadays are
commonly used worldwide that encouraged companies to improve their products to support multi
languages. These devices can deal with many languages spoken by billions of people around the
world. Arabic language is the main language of all Arabic countries with more than 280 million
people are speaking this language as a first language and by 250 million as a second language. Arabic
language comes as the fifth rank of most commonly used languages in the world. There are some
other languages related to Arabic language. These languages have some similarities with Arabic
language whence from the characters shapes or from the pronunciation [1] .the progress in Arabic
language is slower than the progress in developing solutions for Latin and Asian languages [7].There
are many other applications for analysis of human handwriting such as writer recognition and
verification, form processing, interpreting handwritten postal addresses on envelopes and reading
currency amounts on bank checks etc. The main problem encountered when dealing with
handwritten Arabic characters is that characters written by different persons representing the same
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character are not identical but can vary in both size and shape. unlimited variation in human
handwriting styles similarities of distinct character shapes, character overlaps, and interconnections of
neighboring characters. In addition, the mood of the writer and the writing situation can have an
effect on writing styles [2][4][6] Handwritten recognition starts with image preparation stage by
transforming it from a color image into grayscale image. Then convert it into a binary image. . The
preparation stage is followed by features extraction stage during which the image is converted into a
group of features in order to change them from two dimension data to one dimension data or a
victor of the features. In general the features come in three main parts statistical features, structural
features and global transformation. [1]. In this study the structural features are used which depend on
the word's geometrical information as ratio of the length to the width, the loops, branching points,
straight lines and the curve or slopes in the various directions. The process of separation of the
features of each word connected with it, occurs by relying on the ANN of the MLP type. The
training process takes place by allowing the network to practice on half of the number of patterns at
a rate of 5 models, or patterns for each word. The training algorithm place by way of back
propagation (BP) which is used to train the MLP type network [8]. The testing process was
conducted on the other half of the patterns which amount to 500 words. The recognition rate was
over 80%.This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 gives a brief description of Arabic Alphabet
Characteristics. Section 2 explained Features extraction stage. Section3 explaining classification stage
by ANN. Section 4 gives Experiments and results.
2.

Arabic Language Alphabet Characteristics

The Arabic language has a lot of advantages which make it different from the other ones in terms of
shape, and way of writing and direction of the writing and which are clarified as follows:
1. Arabic text (machine printed or handwritten) is written cursively and in general from right to
left.
2. Arabic writing uses letters, punctuation marks, spaces, and special symbols.
3. An Arabic letter might have up to four different shapes, depending on its relative position in the
word: 1: isolated, 2: connected from the left, 3: connected from the right and 4: connected from
both right and left according to its place in the word like the letter ( ) ﻉ. Table 1.
4. Some letters exist as a combination of two letters in some certain situations, like the letter
(lamelif  )ﻻwhich is created by combining two letters , the letter(lam  ) ﻝand (alif ) ﺍ.
5. Sixteen Arabic letters have from one to three secondary components. The type and position of
the secondary components are very important features of Arabic letters. For example, Tah ()ﻁ
and Thah ( )ﻅdiffer only by the number of dots above the main body, Seen ( )ﺱand Sheen ()ﺵ,
Sad ( )ﺹand Dad ()ﺽ.
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Table 1: show four different shapes for letter ( ) ﻉ

(a)
isolated

(b)connected from
the left

(c)connected from
the right

(d)connected from both
right and left

ﻉ

ﻋ

ﻊ

ﻌ

6. Arabic writing contains many fonts and writing styles. The letters are overlaid in some of these
fonts and styles.
7. Ligatures are combinations of two and sometimes three letters into a single shape [4].
In general, the Arabic writing is written by using different writing techniques, or styles which
result in letters and words having different shapes which in turn cause obscurity in any
recognition system.
In general the Arabic writing may be classified into three different styles:
Typewritten: This style is generated by computer. It is the simplest one because the characters are
written without overlaps or ligature.
Typeset: This style is more difficult than the typewritten because it has many ligatures and overlaps.
It is used to write newspapers and books. Nowadays, this style may also be generated using
computers.
Handwritten: This style is the most difficult because of the variation of writing the Arabic alphabets
from one writer to another [3].
3.

Features Extraction

The first step in features extraction stage is preprocessing stage. In this step the image convert from
gray scale into binary image which means it has only two levels zero (0) level which represents a
background, and level (1) which represents foreground. The change process occurs by using the
threshold technique. And then extract connected components through convert it into labelled image
[9]. Then the features extraction stage comes. The features extraction stage is considered as the most
important stage of the study and the capability of any recognition system to differentiate any writing
depends to a large degree on the exactness of the features extracted from the image. In this study the
structural features are used.
Structural features describe the geometrical and topological characteristics of a pattern by describing
its global and local properties. The structural features depend on the kind of pattern to be classified.
For Arabic characters, the features consist of (ratio of the length to the width, the loops, branching
points, straight lines and the curve or slops in the various directions).In this study; the structural
features have been used where a word is divided as in the Figure 1. Features of each area are
extracted by analyzing the connected components existing in each area.
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Figure 1: show sample of the name ()ﺍﻟﺷﺭﻗﻳﺔ

The letter alif ()ﺍusually appears in the upper part of a word and its height is twice as large as its
width or more Figure 2. And the loops: each part of the binary image that has the color of the
background, and whose edges have the color of the foreground, and falls within the connected
components is regarded as a loop Figure 3.

Figure 2: detect letter alif

Figure 3: detect loop

The calculation of one point is found out through calculation of the area, of each component, and
case where the area is less than the threshold, it is considered as a point Figure 4. And in case where
the width of the component is bigger or equal to twice its length (-) then the component is
considered as two points Figure 5.
And in case there is a curve in the point falling above a word, the component is then regarded as
three points (ᴖ) Figure 6.

Figure 4: detect one point

Figure 5: detect two points

Figure 6: detect three points

The features that are possible to obtain in the lower part of the image are:
The letters of Arabic language that may appear underneath a word are
(  ) ﺝ ﺡ ﺥ ﺭ ﺯ ﺱ ﺵ ﺹ ﺽ ﻉ ﻍ ﻝ ﻥ ﻭ ﻱdetect this features by tracing the number of crossings from
the background to the foreground horizontally (h) and vertically (v) at middle connected component
if h =1 and v = 1 return (curve  )ﺭFigure 7. If h = 2 and v = 1 return (curve  )ﻥFigure 8. if h
= 1 and v = 2 return( curve  ) ﺡFigure 9.
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Table 2: shows details of features vector

element

Description

1

Number of straight lines(  ) ﺍin beginning of word

2

Number of straight lines(  ) ﺍin middle of word

3

Number of straight lines(  ) ﺍin end of word
Number of loops in beginning of word
Number of loops in middle of word
Number of loops in end of word

4
5
6
7

Number of points( • ) up the word

8

Number of points( • ) down the word

9

Number of (curve ) ﺭin first half of word

10

Number of (curve  ) ﺭin second half of word

11

Number of (curve ) ﻥin first half of word

12

Number of (curve  )ﻥin second half of word

13

Number of (curve ) ﺡin first half of word

14

Number of (curve  ) ﺡin second half of word

15

Number of (letters kaf  ) کin the word

Figure 7: detect curve ﺭ

Figure 8: detect curve ﻥ

Figure 9: detect curve ﺡ

The letter kaf calculated either by calculating the width of the component Figure 10.
Or by tracing the number of crossings from the background to the foreground vertically Figure 11.

Figure 10: detect character kaf
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In this study a features vector containing 15 elements has been set up each of which expresses a
feature of the word in a way that each image is represented by a vector containing 15 elements. This
vector is the one that is used in the process of training and testing of the ANN. This vector is shown
in Table 2.
For example the word ( )ﺗﻮﻛﺮﺓFigure 12 its features
vector was as follows:
Features vector = [0 0 0 1 0 1 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1]

Figure 12: word ()ﺗﻮﻛﺮﺓ

The first, second and third elements are 0, 0, 0 and they mean that they don't contain the straight
lines neither on the beginning of the word nor the middle or end of the word. The fourth
component (1) means existence of a loop at the beginning of the word, the fifth nonexistence of a
loop in the middle of the word, the sixth which is (1) existence of one loop at the end of the word,
the seventh ( 4 ) meaning existence of four points over the word, the eight (0) nonexistence of points
under the word and the ninth which is (1) meaning existence of a (curve  )ﺭin the first half of the
word and the tenth (1) which means existence of an (curve )ﺭin the second half of the word. The
eleventh and twelfth which are (0), mean nonexistence of (curve  )ﻥin the first nor second half of the
word. The thirteenth and fourteenth which are (0) mean the) curve  )ﺡwithout its curve in the first
half or the second one. The fifteenth (1) means existence of the letter (Kaf  )کin the word.
4.

Classification Stage

The process of separation of the features of each word connected with it occurs by relying on the
ANN of the MLP type which is used to separate any data even if they are not linear. The MPL
network contains three layers input, hidden and output layer and in each layer there is a number of
nodes Figure 13 [4]. The number of nodes in the input layer is equal to the number of elements in
the features vector (15 elements). But the number of the nodes in the output layer depends on the
number of the words which are to be separated (100 words). The hidden layer lies between the input
and output layers. The training algorithm place by way of back propagation (BP) which is used to
train the feed forward network MLP type network with supervised learning [8].

Figure 13: ANN of the MLP type
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5.

Experiments

5.1.

Training Mode

In the training mode the first half of the data was selected and such a half represents 500 words at a
rate of 5 forms for each word .The number of the names is 100 which requires to be 100 classes.
And as the features vector includes 15 components, the number of the input layer nodes becomes
15. The number of the hidden layer's nodes was 22. As the required number of the classes is 100, the
number of the output layer's nodes was 7. And the learning rate was 0.2 the network has been trained
by counting on iteration in a way that the number of the iteration was determined to be at 30000, a
number that reached to 8.222 ∗ 10−5 by the average of the errors.
5.2.

Recall Mode

In this mode the values of the weights are fixed. The neural network works to determine only the
input data in each class. The values of the weights are not changed nor there a calculation for the
error. In the recall mode, the other half of the patterns, totaling 500 words and representing an extra
5 models for each word, have been used.

6.

Results

Out of the 500 words, the result was that the ANN classified, 402 correct words while 98 words were
identified incorrectly, which means the rate of recognition was 80.40 % as in the Table 3.
Table 3: shows the results of study

Number of words
500

Correct words
402

Incorrect words
98

rate of recognition
80.4%

7.
Conclusion
In this research, the way the features are extracted has been expanded upon to involve more details
on the geometrical features connected with the word written by hand, which is to discover the curve,
underneath the word which appears to lean to the left or to the bottom, thereby leading to more
accurate features which in turn contributed in the enhancing rate. It remains a difficult task to try to
recognition of Arabic handwriting due to difference in writing styles from one person to another and
to various kinds of handwriting and what accompany them in terms of overlapping and
interconnection. As such, the main concern is to upgrade the capability to recognition to the
maximum extent possible. And the enhancing relies in the main on the way the features are
extracted, that is to say, the more exact, or accurate the features are the more better the capability to
recognition becomes.
In addition, the recognition enhancing rate depends on the separation method. Through the findings
of this research it was found that some errors were attributed to the network not being trained on
some patterns, thus not being capable to recognition those patterns. The solution lies in increasing
the patterns, or in other words, in training the network on as much patterns as possible. In the future
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work, the same methods connected with the findings of this research will be employed in recognizing
texts written by hand.
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ABSTRACT
Quantization is an essential step in the analog-to-digital conversion process and it is very
important in all modern telecommunication systems. In this paper, a novel chaotic uniform
quantizer is proposed and its application for speech coding is presented. The proposed system
consists of three stages: two PCM coders separated by an XOR operation with a chaotic
sequence, where the first step is used for continuous signal sampling and second stage performs
data encryption, while the third stage provides additional data compression. The performance of
the presented quantizer for Laplacian distributed signals and real speech signals is investigated
and compared with that of the well-known uniform and non-uniform quantizers. Simulation
results show that the proposed quantizer provides secured data with higher levels of SQNR
compared to others.
Keyword— Quantization; Uniform quantization; Non-uniform quantization; Source coding;
Encryption; Chaotic systems.

1.

Introduction

In all modern telecommunication systems, the analog–to–digital conversion is very important phase
in the way of processing analog signals. It consists of two main steps which are quantization and
coding. Quantization provides a means to represent signals efficiently with acceptable fidelity for
signal compression, while coding decides exactly which code–words to assign to each distinct
quantization level [1].
Existing quantization schemes can be classified into two categories, namely, uniform quantization
and non uniform quantization [2]. Uniform quantization is widely used due to its simplicity of
implementation, but not optimal for signals with non uniform distribution in terms of mean square
error. While nonuniform quantization is much more complex, it is in general causes less information
loss than uniform quantization, especially for small quantization resolutions. Lloyd–Max quantization
is a major type of nonuniform quantization [3, 4]. It is optimal in the sense of mean squared error
(MSE), but it is computationally intensive. Companding, which consists of nonlinear transformation
and uniform quantization, is a technique capable of trading off quantization performance with
complexity for nonuniform quantization [5].
In literature, many nonuniform quantizers have been developed to meet the challenge of designing a
low complexity and high signal–to–quantization noise ratio (SQNR). In [6, 7] sophisticated
compression models based on fixed–rate scalar quantizer for Laplacian probability density function
have been recently proposed. The problem of support region optimization has been extensively
considered in the field of scalar quantization [8]. The optimization of the support region of the
product polar companded quantizer is presented in [9]. This resulted in SQNR increase, but in a
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more complex encoding/decoding procedure. Although a great number of quantizers have been
developed to provide an additional enhancement of the quantized signal quality, there is still a need
to continue the research in this field.
In this paper, a novel chaotic uniform quantizer is proposed. It consists of three stages: two PCM
coders separated by an XOR operation with a chaotic sequence. The first step is used for continuous
signal sampling using rough quantization with a large number of quantization levels. After that,
encoded data are XORed with a uniformly distributed random sequence which is generated from
chaotic dynamic system to perform data encryption. The encrypted data are decoded to obtain
discrete samples, which are further quantized using a quantizer with a small number of quantization
levels in order to provide additional compression. The proposed quantizer is evaluated by means of a
computer simulation using synthetic Laplacian source signals and real speech signals. The presented
quantizer provides gain in the signal to quantisation noise ratio, encryption of the quantized samples,
and compression over the conventional uniform quantizer as well as companding quantizer. This
indicates the possibility of practical application of the chaotic proposed quantizer in the
contemporary transmission of speech signals.
The rest of the paper is organized as below. Section II presents the preliminaries of chaotic uniform
quantizer. Section III describes the proposed chaotic uniform quantizer. Simulation results,
comparison and discussion are given in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section V.
2.

Preliminaries of Chaotic Uniform Quantizer

2.1.

Chaotic Dynamic System

Chaos systems are considered suitable for practical use because of its complex dynamic behaviors.
They provide a good combination of speed and high security. They have many excellent intrinsic
properties, such as high sensitivity to initial conditions and control parameters, which are the desired
properties in the application of encryption. The three dimensional discrete chaotic system, which are
presented in [10], is defined as follows
𝒙𝒏+𝟏 = �

𝜶 × �𝒙𝒏 − 𝒙𝟐𝒏 �
� 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝟏
�𝒚𝒏 − 𝒚𝟐𝒏 �

𝒚𝒏+𝟏 = �

𝜷×�𝒚𝒏 −𝒚𝟐𝒏 �
�𝒛𝒏 −𝒛𝟐𝒏 �

𝒛 𝒏+𝟏 = �

� 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝟏

𝜸 × �𝒛𝒏 − 𝒛𝟐𝒏 �
� 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝟏
�𝒙𝒏 − 𝒙𝟐𝒏 �

(𝟏)

The chaotic behaviour of the system is observed when the control parameters are chosen as
𝟎. 𝟓 < 𝜶, 𝜷, 𝜸 < 4 with the initial conditions 𝒙𝒏 , 𝒚𝒏 , and 𝒛𝒏 𝝐 [0, 1].
2.2.

Uniform Quantizer

A uniform quantizer splits the mapped input signal into quantization steps of equal size. If 𝑿 is a

random variable with the probability density function 𝒑𝑿 (𝒙) at input of the quantizer is converted to
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one of 𝑸 allowable levels, 𝒎𝟏 ,𝒎𝟐 ,…, 𝒎𝑸 and 𝒀 is a discrete random variable at outputof the

quantizer. Then, the quantizer 𝒒 maps 𝑿 to 𝒀 as follows:
𝒀 = 𝒒(𝑿) = 𝒎𝒊 ,
𝒊 = 𝟏, 𝟐, 𝟑, … , 𝑸
(𝟐)
Thus the quantization error, 𝒆 𝒒 = 𝒙 − 𝒚, is a random variablewith pdf 𝒑𝒆𝒒 (𝒆𝒒 ) and the average
distortion is,
𝑫=

𝑬�𝒆𝟐𝒒 �

+∞

= � (𝑿 − 𝒀)𝟐 𝒑𝑿 (𝒙) 𝒅𝒙

(𝟑)

−∞

where 𝑬{. } is the expectation value. The signal to quantization noise ratio (𝑺𝑸𝑵𝑹) is obtained by

dividing the input source variance 𝝈𝟐 over the average distortion (𝑫) as follows:
𝑺𝑸𝑵𝑹 = 𝟏𝟎 𝐥𝐨𝐠 𝟏𝟎 �

3.

𝝈𝟐
�
𝑫

(𝟒)

Proposed Chaotic Uniform Quantizer

The configuration of the proposed chaotic uniform quantizer is shown in Figure 1. The quantization
process can be achieved using three main steps. In the first step, analog-to digital (A/D) conversion
is performed using a quantizer with a high number of quantization levels 𝑸𝟏 , whose purpose is to
convert analog signal to discrete samples. Then, the quantized samples are encoded and XORed with
a uniform random sequence generated from chaotic system. The resulted data are decoded to obtain
an encrypted discrete time signal which has a uniform probability density function. The aim of the
second stage is to provide additional signal compression by using a low number of quantization levels
𝑸𝟐 where (𝑸𝟐 < 𝑸𝟏 ). The key stream in the chaotic system is composed of controlparameters 𝜶, 𝜷,
𝜸 and initial values 𝒙𝟎 , 𝒚𝟎 , 𝒛𝟎 .
Key

𝑋

4.

Uniform
Quantizer 𝑄1

Encoder 𝑛1

Chaotic
System

Decoder 𝑛1

Figure 1: Proposed chaotic uniform quantizer.

Uniform
Quantizer 𝑄2

Simulation Results

The input–output characteristics of uniform quantizer, nonuniform quantizer, and chaotic quantizer
are shown in Figure 2. It is known that uniform quantizer has fixed step size and fixed output level as
given in Figure 2(a), while nonuniform quantizer has variable step size and fixed output level as
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illustrated in Figure 2(b). However, chaotic quantizer has fixed step size and variable output level as
shown in Figure 2(c).
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Figure 2: Quantizer characteristics : (a) Uniform quantizer, (b) Nonuniform quantizer, (c) Chaotic quantizer.

The performance of the proposed chaotic quantizer in quantization of signals having Laplacian
probability density function is shown in Figure 3(a). The choice of Laplacian distribution is made so
as to match the data typically found in speech coding problem. The results of chaotic quantizer are
compared with the results presented by conventional uniform and nonuniform quantizers. As a
direct application of the proposed chaotic quantizer for speech coding, it has been applied to a
speech signal and the results are reported in Figure 3(b). In both cases, the performance of chaotic
quantizer in terms of SQNR is superior to the performances of traditional uniform and nonuniform
quantizers. For instance, for the case of Laplacian source, the chaotic quantizer produces 𝟑 𝒅𝑩 and
𝟏 𝒅𝑩 SQNR on average higher than uniform and nonuniform quantizers, respectively. Similarly, for
the case of speech signal the improvement on the values of SQNR are 𝟐. 𝟓 𝒅𝑩 and 𝟎. 𝟖 𝒅𝑩.
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Figure 2: Signal to quantization noise ratio versus number obits per symbol for, (a) Source with Laplacian probability
density function, (b) Speech signal.

An important advantage of the proposed chaotic quantizer is the quantization of samples and
encrypting them at the same time. The used chaotic system given in (1) has three initial values and
three control parameters. Thus,if the precision is set to be 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟓 , the key space can reach 𝟏𝟎𝟔×𝟏𝟓 ≈
𝟐𝟐𝟗𝟗 , which can efficiently resist the brute-force attack.
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5.

Conclusions

In this paper, the chaotic uniform quantizer is proposed and its performance for input signal with
Laplacian distribution and its application for speech signal processing are explored. Experimental
results demonstrate that the chaotic uniform quantizer is superior to the conventional uniform and
nonuniform quantizers at all bit per symbol region. It has been shown that the proposed chaotic
quantizer provides more constant and higher level of SQNR, which can be considered via the gains
in the SQNR that range up to 3 𝑑𝐵 as illustrated in the results section. Finally, the quantized samples
are encrypted with a chaotic sequence which has a key space of 2299 .
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ABSTRACT
Denoising of broadband non--stationary signals is a challenging problem in communication
systems. In this paper, we introduce a time-varying filter algorithm based on the discrete linear
chirp transform (DLCT), which provides local signal decomposition in terms of linear chirps.
The method relies on the ability of the DLCT for providing a sparse representation to a wide
class of broadband signals. The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with the
discrete fractional Fourier transform (DFrFT) filtering algorithm. Simulation results show that
the DLCT algorithm provides better performance than the DFrFT algorithm and consequently
achieves high quality filtering.
Keyword— Discrete linear chirp transform, Filtering, Discrete fractional Fourier transform,
Sparse signals.

1.

Introduction

Non–stationary relates to the time--dependence of the statistics of a random process. As such, nonstationary signals display either time–varying mean, variance or evolving spectra, or a combination of
some or all of these. It is thus why more sophisticated filtering approaches are needed for the
representation and processing of non–stationary signals.
Noise is an unwanted component which acts as a source of error in the signal analysis and should be
suppressed before data processing and interpretation. In many cases, therefore, noise mitigation is
essential in order to extract useful information from the signal contaminated in noise.
The Fourier transform is one conventional signal denoising technique. However, due to the
nonlinear and non–stationary properties of signals, this method is limited in the denoising capability
to this kind of signals [1]. To overcome this shortcoming, several new approaches have been
proposed in literature. In [2, 3] the least mean square adaptive algorithms are presented, but these
algorithm are not able to track the rapidly varying non–stationary signals. Moreover, the wavelet
transform (WT) based methods are widely used because of their abilities to remove Gaussian noise.
However, the performance of the WT-based denoising methods depends on their selected mother
wavelets [4].
To capture the variability with time of the non–stationary signal parameters, it is necessary to
consider extensions of the Fourier–based representations capable of providing instantaneous–
frequency information for multi–component signals. Although this can be achieved by considering
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polynomial–phase transforms [5], second-order polynomial transforms [6, 7] are preferable due to
computational viability.
In [7] the discrete linear chirp transform (DLCT) is introduced to represent a signal as a combination
of linear chirps. The DLCT is an extension of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and provides a
parametric modelling of the instantaneous frequencies of the components. Rather than joint time–
frequency, the DLCT is a joint chirp–rate frequency transformation. It can be implemented
efficiently using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm [7].
In this paper, a time–varying filtering algorithm based on the DLCT is proposed. The algorithm
relies on the ability of the DLCT to decompose a signal iteratively into its components locally. Each
of these components is filtered separately and then synthesized with the other filtered components to
estimate the desired signal. Since each segment of the signal has different components with different
bandwidths, the filter has to be time–varying. The performance of the proposed algorithm is
compared with the discrete fractional Fourier transform (DFrFT) based filtering method [8, 9].
Simulation results of the proposed method show better performance on the denoising in comparing
with major denoising schemes based on the DFrFT.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows how to obtain the DLCT and presents some of
its properties. In section 3, we introduce the DLCT filtering algorithm. Simulation results are given in
section 4, where we compare the DFrFT with the DLCT. In particular, we consider which of these
two transforms is more efficient in transforming a non–sparse signal into a sparse–signal in time or
in frequency, the resolution of the transforms, and the computational time required. Then, we
evaluate the capability of the DLCT in filtering nonstationary signals. Finally, conclusions are
summarized in section 5.
2.

The Discrete Linear Chirp Transform (DLCT)

For a discrete–time signal 𝑥(𝑛), 0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 − 1, its discrete linear chirp transform (DLCT) and its
inverse are given by [7]
𝑁−1

𝑥(𝑘, 𝑚) = � 𝑥(𝑛) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 �−𝑗
𝑛=0

𝑥(𝑛) =

𝐿⁄2−1 𝑁−1

�

�

𝑚=−𝐿⁄2 𝑘=0

2𝜋
(𝑐 𝑚 𝑛2 + 𝑘 𝑛)�
𝑁

𝑋(𝑘, 𝑚)
2𝜋
(𝑐 𝑚 𝑛2 + 𝑘 𝑛)�
𝑒𝑥𝑝 �𝑗
𝐿𝑁
𝑁

(1)
(2)

where 𝑐 is the resolution of the transform,𝐿 and 𝑁 are the number of samples in the chirp–rate, and
in the frequency domain, respectively. The DLCT is a joint chirp–rate frequency transformation that
generalizes the discrete Fourier transform (DFT): indeed
𝑋(𝑘, 𝑚) =

1
2𝜋
𝑋(𝑘) ⊙ 𝐷𝐹𝑇 �𝑒𝑥𝑝 �𝑗
𝑐 𝑚��
𝑁
𝑁
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where ⊙ is the circular convolution. Hence, If 𝑚 = 0, then 𝑋(𝑘, 0) is the DFT of 𝑥(𝑛). Thus, the
DLCT can be used to represent signals that are locally combinations of sinusoids, chirps or both.
3.

The Proposed DLCT–Based Filtering Algorithm

For a signal 𝑥(𝑛) we can identify from its DLCT 𝑋(𝑘, 𝑚) the number of components 𝑄, the chirp–
rates 𝛽𝑖 = 𝑐 𝑚𝑖 , and frequency parameters𝑘𝑖 . The energy concentration is indicated by the peak

values of |𝑋(𝑘, 𝑚)|2 |as a function of 𝑘 and 𝑚. Considering the region in the joint chirp–rate
frequency plane where these peak values occur, we should find the values of the chirp–rates and
frequencies that can be used to approximate the given signal locally as a sum of linear chirp
components
𝑄

𝑥(𝑛) = � 𝑥𝑖 (𝑛)

(4)

𝑖=1

Figure 1: Filtering algorithm flowchart.

If we consider the case of a linear chirp contaminated in white Gaussian noise, filtering it directly
without processing will permit for a large amount of noise to stay with the chirp since it has a broad
bandwidth. However, if we implement the filtering process in the DLCT domain where the linear
chirp has narrow bandwidth, then most of the noise will be removed.
The proposed DLCT filtering algorithm is performed over multiple iterations. Flowchart given in
Figure 1 shows the step by step operation of the algorithm. The stopping criterion for the subiteration can be set manually by the expected number of components or adaptively based on a
threshold 𝑃𝑡ℎ of the remaining energy 𝑃𝑠 in the residual.
4.

Simulation Results and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, a simulation is performed to observe and
compare the mean absolute error of the filtered signals with the DFrFT filtering algorithm. Both
algorithms are applied to a synthetic signal as well as a real world signal. The synthetic signal is
generated as follows,
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Figure 2: Linear chirp signal, (a) the chirp signal, (b) the noisy chirp signal with SNR= 0dB, (c) the filtered chirp signal
using DLCT filtering algorithm, and (d) mean absolute error for the two algorithms.

If the noiseless signal is denoted by 𝑥(𝑛) and 𝑥�(𝑛) is the filtered signal, then the mean absolute
error can be calculated as follows,
𝑁−1

1
𝑀𝐴𝐸 = �|𝑥(𝑛) − 𝑥�(𝑛)|
𝑁
𝑛=0

(5)

Figures 2(a),(b), and (c) show the chirp signal, the noisy chirp signal, and the filtered chirp signal
using the DLCT filtering algorithm, respectively. In Figure 2(d), we provide the mean absolute error
(MAE) for the two algorithms against signal–to–noise ratio (SNR). It can be seen that the DLCT
filtering algorithm outperforms the performance of the DFrFT filtering algorithm, especially at low
SNR. For instance, at 0 dB SNR, DLCT has a 5 dB improvement, while at 25 dB SNR, it has only
about a 1 dB improvement over DFrFT.
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Figure 3: Real–world signal: (a) the bird chirping signal, (b) the noisy bird chirping signal with SNR= 0 dB, (c) the filtered
birdchirping signal using DLCT filteringalgorithm, and (d) the mean absolute error for the two algorithms.

To quantify the MAE improvement, a real–world signal (Bird chirping signal) with varying noise level
is also simulated. The noiseless and noisy bird chirping signals are presented in Figures. 3(a) and (b).
The denoised bird chirping signal based on the DLCT filtering algorithm is shown in Figure 3(c) at
SNR=0 dB. Similar to the previous case, Figure 3(d) depicts the MAE for the two algorithms as a
function of the input SNR, where input SNR is varied from −10 dB (severely poor SNR) to 40 dB
(high SNR).
The DLCT filtering algorithm greatly enhances the MAE by simply employing few iterations in the
simulation. This gain occurs because the DLCT algorithm gives sparser signals than the DFrFT
algorithm.
5.

Conclusion

In this paper, an iterative time–varying filtering algorithm based on the DLCT transform is proposed.
The method exploits sparsity structure of signals to improve denoising performance of nonstationary signals. The performance of the proposed algorithm is analysed and compared with the
performance of the (DFrFT) based method. Simulation results show that the DLCT filtering
algorithm gives lower mean absolute error results than the DFrFT filtering algorithm in both
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synthetic and real–world signals. For instance, at SNR=0 dB, the proposed algorithm has a 5 dB
improvement over the DFrFT filtering algorithm.
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ABSTRACT
Users of Internet daily send and receive many images through social media. These images are
vulnerable to hack by attackers. Therefore, it is necessary to develop methods to protect these
images against attackers. A nontraditional encryption method for encrypting color images in the
spatial domain is proposed. The main idea in this work is based on building strong encryption
algorithm through implementing the permutation and diffusion operations on the pixels, where
every pixel composed of three values red, green and blue. These operations are implemented
depending on extracting three chaotic sequences from the 3-D chaotic system, where each
chaotic sequence is used to shuffle and diffuse each color in the plaintext image. The proposed
system is tested on well-known images like Lena and Mandrill. Experiments and security analysis
prove that the algorithm has an excellent performance in image encryption.
Keyword— Color image encryption, spatial domain, 3-D chaotic system, permutation, diffusion.

1.

Introduction

Nowadays information security is a vital problem in information communication. With the
advancements of information technology, lots of digital contents are being stored and transmitted in
various forms. As a result, the protection of digital contents data against irregular phenomena, such
as illegal copying, and guarantee of their secure utility has become an important issue. In particular,
compared to text data, some intrinsic features of image data, such as big size, high redundancy of
data and strong correlation among neighbouring pixels are different with ordinary information.
Therefore, an encryption method with fast speed and high security is needed. But the traditional
block encryption being widely used now is found to be inefficient for real-time communication.
Hence a lot of image encryption methods using chaotic maps with high sensitivity to their initial
conditions and system parameter values and simple structures are proposed[1, 2].
2.
Proposed Algorithm
The aim of this work is to design and implement a novel and highly secure method which is essential
for confidentiality and to solve the problems of some previous chaotic image encryption schemes.
Figure1
depicts the main algorithm executed in this paper and includes three operations which are
permutation, diffusion, and linear transformation.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed image encryption scheme.

The original color images is divided into three images with Red ,Green and Blue
channels,respectively. The encryption steps can be summarized as follows:
(1) permutation process by scrambling operation on all pixels in the image with chaotic sequence.
(2) diffusion process by a sequential XOR operation on all the bits of pixels in the image.
(3) linear transformation process by rotated the image to the left by amount of ℓ𝑝 ,where ℓ𝑝 using
as a security key, then we decrypte the image using inverse these process.These operations are
implemented depending on extracting three chaotic sequences from the 3-D chaotic system, where
each chaotic sequence is used to shuffle and diffuse each color in the plaintext image.
3.

Chaotic System

The 3-D chaotic system used in this paper can be expressed as follows:
3.1.

3.2.

3.3.

4.

Logistic-Logistic map

𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑢 × 𝑥𝑛 × (1 − 𝑥𝑛 ) × 214 − 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟(𝑢 × 𝑥𝑛 × (1 − 𝑥𝑛 ) × 214 )

(1)

Sine-Sine map

𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑢 × sin(𝜋 × 𝑥𝑛 ) × 214 − 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟(𝑢 × sin(𝜋 × 𝑥𝑛 ) × 214 )

(2)

𝑥𝑛+1 = cos�(𝑢 + 1) cos−1 (𝑥𝑛 )� × 214 − 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟�cos�(𝑢 + 1) cos−1(𝑥𝑛 )� × 214 �

(3)

Chebyshev-Chebyshev map

where the control parameter 𝑢 ∈ (0, 10) and 𝑥𝑛 is the initial value of the sequence.
Experimental Results and Performance Analysis

A good quality encryption scheme should be robust against all types of attack, involves security
attack and statistical attack. The proposed procedure is implemented in some color images to
demonstrate its efficiency. The results of encryption and decryption are shown in Figure 2.This
shows that all encrypted images are noise-like ones and can be efficiently applied to images of various
forms such as grayscale images, color images and binary images [3].
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2: Encryption result of some images.

4.1.

Histogram Analysis

Image histogram reflects the distribution of pixel values of an image. To resist statistic attacks, the
image histogram should be flat. Figure3shows the histograms of the some images and the histograms
of their encrypted images. The histogram of the encrypted image has a good uniform distribution, so
that it is enough to resist statistical attacks[4].

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3: (a) the histogram of the original and encrypted Lena images; (b) the histogram of the original and encrypted
Mandril images; (c) the histogram of the original and encrypted Pepper images.

4.2.

Correlation of Two Adjacent Pixels

Image data generally has some intrinsic features. We analysed the correlations between two adjoining
pixels of the plain-image and the cipher image at horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions for
original and encrypted images[5]. The correlation coefficient is calculated by the following equations:
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𝑟𝑥𝑦 =

where 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) =

𝐷(𝑥) =

1 𝑁
∑ (𝑥
𝑁 𝑖=1 𝑖

𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦)

�𝐷(𝑥) × 𝐷(𝑦)

1 𝑁
∑ (𝑥
𝑁 𝑖=1 𝑖

− 𝐸(𝑥))(𝑦𝑖 − 𝐸(𝑦))

− 𝐸(𝑥))2 and 𝐸(𝑥) =

1 𝑁
∑ 𝑥
𝑁 𝑖=1 𝑖

where 𝑥 and 𝑦 are color values of two adjacent pixels in the images.Figure 4shows the correlation
analysis of Lena image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Correlation analysis of Lena image. (a) horizontal correlation of original and encrypted images; (b) vertical
correlation of original and encrypted images; (c) diagonal correlation of original and encrypted images.
Table 1: Correlation coefficients of original Lena, Koala, Mandrill and Pepper images.
Image

Original image
Vertical

Horizontal

Encrypted image
Diagonal

Vertical

Horizontal

Diagonal

Lena

0.9062

0.8722

0.8387

0.0036

0.0012

0.00032

Mandrill

0.8592

0.8876

0.8360

0.00075

0.0016

0.0017

Pepper

0.9767

0.9696

0.9551

0.0004

0.0016

0.0025

As seen in Table 1, the correlation coefficient of the original images comes near to 1, but the
correlation coefficient of the encrypted images comes near to 0.This means that the encrypted image
has no correlation property with original image.
4.3.

Data Loss and Noise Attack

Digital images can be easily influenced by noise and data loss during transmission through the
network and storage in physical media. An image encryption algorithm should have an ability of
resisting these abnormal phenomena. To test the ability of resisting the attack, we did some
experiments on a data loss and a noise attack as shown in Figures 5 and 6.An original image is first
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encrypted by our proposed algorithm. The encrypted image is attacked by a data cut of size 15%,
30% and 40% and with 3%, 10% and 20% "salt&pepper" noise, respectively. The decryption
process is then applied to these encrypted images.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Data loss. (a) The encrypted images with data loss; (b) the decrypted Lena image with different data loss; (c) the
decrypted Mandrill image with different data loss; (d) the decrypted Pepper image with different data loss.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Noise attack. (a) the encrypted images added with 'salt & pepper' noise; (b) the decrypted Lena image
of (a); (c) the decrypted Mandrill image of (a); (d) the decrypted Pepper image of (a).

The restoring ability of an image is evaluated by peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) as expressed in the
followimg equation.
255
𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 × log �
� (𝑑𝐵)
𝑀𝑆𝐸
1
𝑊
2
∑𝐻
where 𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1(𝑂𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐷𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗))
𝑊×𝐻

where 𝑊 × 𝐻 is the size of image, 𝑂𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) a pixel of the original image and 𝐷𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) a pixel of the
decrypted image.Table 2 shows the PSNR values for some images.
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Table 2: The peak signal to noise ratioof some encrypted images.

Lena
Image

Red

Green

loss 15%

35.3900

37.7780

loss 40%

31.0203

Noise 3%
Noise 20%

5.

Mandrill
Blue

Red

Green

38.4302

35.2594

35.6046

33.4110

34.2228

30.7908

31.0408

39.5836

42.2247

42.3936

39.3673

39.8392

31.7474

34.2945

34.8950

31.4815

31.8250

Pepper
Blue

Red

Green

36.2049

34.9495

36.1639

38.7565

31.7175

30.3950

31.5676

34.2500

38.9030

39.9778

42.5033

31.2189

32.4015

35.0655

40.1186

32.3980

Blue

Conclusions

In this paper, a scheme for image encryption using 3D chaotic system is presented. The encryption
method involves scrambling, diffusion, and linear transformation techniques to make it more
confident. The experimental analysis and results of the proposed system includes histogram analysis,
correlation analysis, and peak signal to noise ratio. The results show that the graphical shape of
histogram for cipher image is uniformly distributed, so the proposed algorithm is protected from
frequency analysis attack. Also, the low correlation coefficient of encrypted image is near to the ideal
value zero. Thus the experimental results and statistical analysis demonstrate the security, flexibility,
correctness, effectiveness, and robustness of the proposed cryptosystem.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a very brief discussion and analysis of the noise problem are given particularly at
the work environment, where the workers hearing system needs to be protected from an
excessively loud noise source but at the same time the workers need to communicate with each
other. Therefore, a simple strategy of noise reduction is introduced by means of isolation plus a
noise filtered communication channel to keep the worker in contact with the work environment
as well as the other co-workers with a minimum noise intervention as possible.
Keyword— Noise Reduction, Noise Isolation, Noise Filtering, Passive and Active Noise
Control.

1.

Introduction

There are a lot of noise sources that disturb the workers in the work environment, for example,
machines driven by internal combustion engines such as cars, trucks and tractors also tool machines
like generators, air compressors, drilling, cutting machines … etc. Moreover, heavy machineries in
industrial fabrics generate very loud noise so that the workers or the operators need to be isolated
but at the same time they need to communicate with each other. The same instance can be found in
civil and military aviation like jet engine aircrafts particularly with propellers as helicopters, where the
pilot, copilot and the passengers need to be protected and isolated from the excessive noise so that
they can easily communicate with each other.
Therefore, the strategy is mainly to protect the workers or the operators’ hearing system from the
loud noise generated in the workplace, as well as, providing a communication channel with a
minimum possible noise intervention. This, in most circumstances, is a very critical and fatal safety
issue.
Usually, the noise problem take place or can be defined, whenever there are a noise source, which
generates the noise, noise transmission or propagation medium, where the noise travels and expands, and
noise sink, which is the target element that gets affected or disturbed by the noise.
Therefore, the noise problem can primarily be solved from the very beginning at the noise source
which gives a very general and global solution to the problem, but this can be in some circumstances
the most expensive solution (e.g. internal combustion engine exhaust system). Furthermore, a
secondary solution can be done by preventing the noise to reach the noise sink by isolating the noise
source from the noise sink this gives more local solution to the problem, but this can be in some
circumstances the less expensive one.
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Generally in the literature, there are two distinct classifications of noise control algorithms, which are
passive and active noise control algorithms, passive is by implementing passive elements like isolating
or absorbing materials to reduce the impact of the noise on the medium [1], active is by using active
elements to generate an anti-noise to counteract the noise and reduce its impact on the targeted
medium [2]. Moreover, sometimes in order to get maximum results, hybrid algorithms, a
combination of passive and active methods can also be applied simultaneously [2].
In the following, a brief introduction to passive and active noise control techniques is given in
Section 2, then the problem formulation of this paper and the experimental setup are given in
Section 3. Experimental examples are presented in Subsection 3.2. Moreover, results analysis of the
experiments and comments are given in section 4. Finally, conclusions and further work suggestions
are given in Section 5.
2.

Passive and Active Noise Control Techniques

Passive noise control technique is usually applied by using passive isolating and filtering elements.
For example, noise isolation can be done by using sound isolating and absorbing(soundproof)
materials like in civil buildings or an isolation compartment (as the case of cars, helicopter, bulldozer
like machine) or at very smaller scale by implementing an isolating ear plugs, muffler headset or
helmet, see Figure 1.
Person A
Noise Source

Person B

Isolated
Champer

Figure 1: Passive noise control by using isolation.

The positive thing about this way of fighting the noise is that, it is very simple technically. On the
other hand, apart from using intensive materials that leads to heavy weight solutions, which makes a
big crucial problem particularly in the case of light weight applications like airplanes where the weight
is an important factor. The negative thing about this technique is that the perfect isolation of an
operator at a working place means that he will no longer receives information from the surrounding
working place, which could be very fatal in most circumstances.
For example, in the case of helicopter where the pilot and the copilot need to be isolated from the
excessive noise generated from the engine and the rotating blades but at the same time they need to
communicate with each other without noise. This problem can be solved by using the setup shown
in Figure 2 where both persons A and B are completely isolated from the noise and talk to each other
via an isolated communication channel. This can be implemented also by using a soundproof helmet
for each person with an electronic communication channel, as shown in Figure 3. Much simpler is by
using ear protection system (ear muffs plus a communication system).
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Person A

Communication Channel

Person B

Figure 2: Two persons passive noise isolation with communication channel.

Person A

Person B

Electronic Communication Channel

Figure 3: Two persons with head passive noise isolation and electronic communication channel.

Another example is the case of operators work beside a very loud noisy machine like an air
compressor, internal combustion engine generator or any type of noisy rotational tool machines.
Where, the communication channel could also be wireless based system so that the persons can
move freely in their working area without any constant wire connection between them.
More specific situation regarded in this paper is when the workers need to be isolated but at the same
time they need to communicate with each other. This can be done as in the helicopter case but with
less expensive and simple technology by placing the operator in an isolated compartment, as shown
in Figure 4, but still he receives noise filtered information from outside the isolated compartment, the
communication channel is not noise isolated. Further simplification can also be achieved by using
helmet or a headset ear protection system with noise filter set up as shown in Figure 5.
Person A

Noise Filter
Mic

Person B

Isolated
Champer

Figure 4: Passive and active noise isolation.
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Person A

Person B

Figure 5: Passive and active noise control by using headset.

Alternatively, Active Noise and Control (ANC) is a technique that fights back the noise source by
generating a counter action (anti-noise) against the noise actively [2]. In other words, it generates a
counter action against the noise that cancels completely or partially the impact of the noise on the
targeted environment. For example, in case of Figure 1, first the passive vibration control methods
can be used to reduce the vibration generated at the source, where these vibrations are the source of
the noise. Moreover, the ANC methods can be applied to cancel the noise generated from the noise
source. Furthermore, ANC methods can be used to cancel actively the rest noise that penetrates the
non-perfect isolation compartment as demonstrated in Figure 6 and the headset stereo active noise
control as shown in Figure 7. There are a lot of robust and adaptive algorithms developed for active
noise and vibration control applications, see for example [3-6].
Speaker
Mic

Figure 6: Active noise control system.

ANC

Speaker

Mic

Mic

ANC

Speaker

Figure 7: Stereo active noise control headset system.

3.

Problem Formulation and Experimental Setup

As explained in sections (1 and 2), it is assumed that there is a noise source that disturbs the
operators or the workers in the workplace, the goal is to reduce the effect of the noise by using
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passive isolation as well as keeping the worker in contact with the other coworkers but with the
possible minimum noise intervention. Therefore, the experiment setup will be as presented in Figure
4 and Figure 5. Moreover, the noise source considered in this experiment is assumed to be a single
harmonic (sinusoidal) function. Therefore, a narrow band stop filter can be used as a noise filter to
reduce the noise in the communication channel.
In this experiment, a notch filter will be designed and applied as narrow band stop filter. The notch
filter can be implemented by using analog passive elements, a combination of R, L and C circuits, or
active filters by using some sort of linear amplifiers with RLC elements. Furthermore, a digital filter
can also be designed and implemented by utilizing a digital signal processor.
3.1.

Notch Filter

In this work, an analog notch filter in form of second order transfer function is designed and applied
to filter out a single harmonic noise source. Hence, the notch filter transfer function is defined by

GN (s) =

s2 +2ξN ωN s+ω2N
s2 +2ξD ωD s+ω2D

,

(1)

,

(2)

where ωN = ωD = ωNotchis the notch angular frequency, ξN = 0, or ≈ 0 and ξD ≥ 1.
Therefore, the notch filter transfer function becomes
s2 +ω2N

GN (s) = s2 +2ξ

2
D ωD s+ωD

The following Figure 8 shows the frequency response of the notch filter for the parameters
ωNotch = 100 [rad/s], ξN = 0, 0.1, 0.01 and ξD = 1.
3.2.

Notch Filter Experiment

The experimental setup as mentioned earlier is as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, where the noise
source is a 100 Hz single harmonic (sinusoidal) function. Therefore the noise filter is an analog notch
filter in form of second order transfer function, which is designed and applied to filter out noise
from voice in the communication channel.
The experiment data is gathered and presented in Figure 9, where the voice signal without noise is
plotted by a blue line, while the voice signal with 100Hz noise is plotted by a green line and the
filtered voice with noise signal is plotted by a red line.
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𝜉𝑁 = 0.1
𝜉𝑁 = 0.01
𝜉𝑁 = 0.0

Figure 8: Notch filter frequency response.

Figure 9: Original voice without noise (Blue), voice with noise (green) and filtered voice with noise (red).

4.

Results Analysis and Discussion

Figure 9 shows the time plot of the original voice signal without noise, represented by the blue line,
where the voice signal is simply a record of counting from one to ten in ten seconds. The green line
is the plot of the voice signal corrupted with single harmonic noise at 100Hz frequency. Moreover,
Figure 10 is time axis zoomin of Figure 9 between less than 3.9 and more than 4.4 seconds, where it
shows clearly the filtered voice signal still has a rest noise component but it is much better than the
voice signal with noise, in fact, the filtered signal became almost like the noise free voice signal.
Furthermore, Figure 11 shows the plot of the frequency spectrum of corresponding signals in Figure
9 and Figure 10 with the same respective colors as well. Also this graph shows that the notch filter
has managed to reduce the noise component at the frequency 100 Hz.
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Figure 10: Original voice without noise (Blue), voice with noise (green) and filtered voice with noise (red).

Figure 11: Frequency spectrum of original voice without noise (Blue), voice with noise (green) and filtered voice with noise
(red).

5.

Conclusions and Further Works

In this paper, instead of using isolation only to protect the workers or the operators against a very
loud noise, which make them completely deaf in their working environment, a communication
channel between the environment and the worker is applied with a band stop filter in form of a
notch filter to reject or filter out the single harmonic noise, so that the worker can keep in contact
with the work environment, this can improve the communication with the other coworkers as well as
the environment which, in consequence, is a very important safety factor.
The application of this technique can be at its simplest, by adding (to a head set muffler) a
communication channel microphone, low power audio amplifier with noise filter and very small
speaker embedded in the head set muffler.
The noise filter can be designed as RLC band stop notch filter, or just an analog transfer function
filter that can be built by using operational amplifiers, or can be built by using a digital signal
processor utilizing a digital computer system. For small scale implementations, a suitable
microcontroller based system can also be used to realize this strategy.
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ABSTRACT
The bandwidth of microstrip antennas is proportional to the thickness of the substrate that used.
Since most substrates are very thin in terms of wavelengths, the bandwidth is usually small. To
enhance the bandwidth, a new design of rectangular microstrip patch antenna is presented. The
proposed geometry consists of a rectangular shaped ground plane structure with a U- slot loaded
patch layer. The aim of this is to design a single, double and triple U slotted rectangular patch
antenna and compare its performance with non-slotted rectangular microstrip patch antenna.
The antennas were designed and simulated using advanced design software. The design has been
worked out according to 802.11b IEEE standard.
Keyword— Microstrip antenna, Feed point, Bandwidth, return loss.

1.

Introduction

Microstrip antennas were first proposed in 1952. This concept had to wait until 1974 when that
microstrip antenna got a lot of attention and began being used for military applications. So far, these
antennas have mainly been used on aircraft, missiles, and rockets. Just recently, they have been
expanded to commercial areas such as mobile satellite communication, the direct broadcast satellite
(DBS), and the global position system (GPS) [1].With the wide spread proliferation of
communication technology in recent years, the demand for compact, low profile and broadband
antennas has increased significantly. A number of new developed techniques to support high data
rate wireless communication for the next generation technologies have been rapidly increasing.
802.11b is one of many Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standards that
govern wireless networking transmission methods. They are commonly used today to provide
wireless connectivity in the home, office and some commercial. It operates on a 2.4 GHz band and
allows for wireless data transfers up to 11 Mbps. Several techniques have been proposed to enhance
the bandwidth in the state-of-the art antenna research for microstrip patch antenna. In this research,
our design is forwarded a rectangular shape that contains a single, double and triples U, concentered
accordingly.
2.

Design procedure

The basic design uses a rectangular U-slot microstrip patch antenna on suitable microwave substrates
[1]. The new antenna is a probe-fed rectangular microstrip patch antenna on a permittivity substrate
with an internal U- slot as shown in Figure 1. In the second design, Another U –slot is added,and the
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dimension of the second U-solt will be the half length of the first U-solt as shown in Figure 2.In the
final design, a third U-slot is formed and its dimension will be the half length of the second U-solt
see Figure 3.

Figure 1: Geometry of the rectangular U-slot microstrip patch antenna

This design procedure is a set of steps for the rectangular U-slot mircostrip patch antenna. Specify
the center frequency and 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of the desire antenna. Approximate the center
frequency as (fres3) and the lower and upper frequency bounds of the bandwidth as (fres2) and
(fres4) respectively. Select a substrate permittivity (εr ) and a substrate thickness h.According to the
following relationship [2]:
h ≥ 0.06

λres3
√εr

(1)

where λres3 wavelength at the center frequency in air.
Calculate the width of the patch W as:
W=

c
2
�
2.fr3 εr +1

(2)

where c speed of light in free space.
Calculate the effective permittivityεeff as:
εeff =

−1�
2
εr +1
ε −1
12h
+ r �1 +
�
2
2
W

(3)

Then the length due to the fringing field ΔL
∆L = 0.824h

W
h
W
(εr −0.258)� +0.813�
h

(εr +0.3)� +0.262�

(4)

Calculate the length of the patch L as:
L=

c
2fr3 �εeff

− 2∆L

(5)

Select a starting value of slot thickness E,F using following:
E=F=

λres3
60
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Calculate the Slot width J as:
J=

c
fr2 �εeff

(7)

− 2(L + 2∆L − E)

Select the Slot height K such that
K
J

≥ 0.7 and

K
W

(8)

≥ 0.3

Calculate the effective permittivity and effective length extension of the pseudo patch εeff(pp) of the

fourth resonance with the effective patch width J − 2F
εeff(pp) =

−1�
2
εr +1
ε −1
12h
+ r �1 +
�
2
2
J−2F

2∆LL−E−H = 0.824H

(9)

J−2F

�εeff(pp) +0.3�� h +0.262�
J−2F
+0.813�
�εeff(pp) +0.258��

(10)

h

Calculate the Height of slot from base H as:
H ≈ L − E + 2∆L−E−H −

1

�εeff(pp)

�f

c

res4

(11)

− (2K + J)�

When The optimized lower band frequency, fres2= 1.8GHz, upper bound frequency, fres4=3.1GHz
,Resonant Frequency fres3=2.45Ghz, εr = 4.2, and substrate Height = 10 mm are selected, The
computed results are shown in Table1 as:
Table 1: Dimensions of single U slot antenna

L

W

K

J

O

N

X

H

T

Offset

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

24.7

37.9

13.4

28.1

2.0

2.0

10.0

7.6

10

0.0

εr
4.2

f3

f2

f4

(GHz)

(GHz)

(GHz)

2.45

1.8

3.1

The second design” the double U–slot patch microstrip antenna” is depended on the first design and
the dimensions of the second U shapeJ ′ , K ′ H ′ are the half length of first design. The next Table 2
summarizes the dimensions of the double U –slot patch microstrip antenna.
Table 2: Dimensions of double U slot antenna

L

W

K’

J‘

O

N

X

H’

T

Offset

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

24.7

37.9

6.7

14.05

2.0

2.0

10.0

3.8

10

0.0
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4.2
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f2
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(GHz)

(GHz)

(GHz)

2.45

1.8

3.1
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Figure 2: Geometry of the rectangular double U-slot microstrip patch antenna

In the same manner, the third design” the triple U–slot patch microstrip antenna “is depended on the
second design and the dimensions of the third U shape J ′′ , K ′′ , H ′′ are the half length of second
design. The next Table 3 summarizes the dimensions of the triple U –slot patch microstrip antenna.
Table 3: Dimensions of triple U slot antenna

L

W

K”

J”

O

N

X

H”

T

Offset

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

24.7

37.9

3.35

7.02

2.0

2.0

10.0

1.9

10

0.0

εr
4.2

f3

f4

(GHz)

(GHz)

(GHz)

2.45

1.8

3.1

Figure 3: Geometry of the rectangular triple U-slot microstrip patch antenna
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3.

Result and discussion

3.1.

Design of a rectangular patch microstrip antenna

Figure 4 illustrates a rectangle patch microstrip antenna which does not contain any slot in order to
compare these results with the other designs to see how much improvement in the
bandwidth.Figure5 shows simulated results of the variation of return loss versus the frequency
of the proposed antenna. There is a resonant frequency which is located at the desired
values of 2.45 GHz with return loss of (-22) dB and 13% bandwidth. The Bandwidth (BW) %
can be calculated as follow:
𝐵𝑊(%) =

𝑓ℎ −𝑓𝑙
𝑓𝑐

∗ 100(12)

Where fh ,fl are the upper and lower frequency at the point -10dB,fc is theresonant frequency.

Figure 4: Rectangular patch microstrip antenna
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Figure 5: Return loss of the rectangular patch microsrtip antenna
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3.2.

Design of a rectangular U –slot patch microstrip antenna.

Figure6 shows a rectangle U-slot patch microstrip antenna.Figure7 shows the resonant frequency at
2.2GHz with return loss of -21dB. In addition, a bandwidth of 51.36% was achieved.

Figure 6: Design of the rectangle U-slot patch micro strip antenna
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Figure7: Return loss of the rectangle U-slot patch micro strip antenna

3.3.

Design of a rectangular double U –slot patch microstrip antenna.

A rectangle double U-slot patch microstrip antenna is illustrated in Figure8. From Figure9, the
antenna was found to be resonating at 2.47GHz with a return loss of -26 dB, and a bandwidth of
52.63% was achieved.
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Figure8: Design of therectangle double U-slot patch microstrip antenna,
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Figure 9: Return loss of the rectangle double U-slot patch microstrip antenna,

3.4.

Design of a rectangular triple U –slot patch microstrip antenna.

Figure10 shows a rectangle Triple U-slot patch microstrip antenna. Figure11 shows a resonant
frequency at 2.47GHz with a return loss of -22 dB. a bandwidth was found 52.63%, which is
approximately the same as in a rectangle double U-slot patch microstrip antenna.
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Figure 10: Design of the rectangle triple U-slot patch microstrip antenna,
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Figure11: Return loss of the rectangle triple U-slot patch microstrip antenna,

Table 4 summarizes the data from all designs. The three designs give bandwidth enhancement above
50%.The double U-solt and Triple U-slot patch micro-strip give slightly higher bandwidth
enhancement of 52.63% covering from 2.2 to 3.50 GHz frequency. It should be considered that the
bandwidth specification changes according to the feed point location.
Table 4: summarizes the data from all designs

fc(GHz)
Rectangular

fu(GHz )

fl( GHz)

dBi

Feed

point

bandwidth

position

2.2

2.5

2.05

-26

(9.80,19.60)

13%

Single U-slot

2.2

3.13

2

-21

(7.60,20.00)

51.36%

Double U- slot

2.47

3.50

2.2

-26

(4.70,14.90)

52.63%

Triple U-slot

2.47

3.50

2.2

-22

(4.60,14.50)

52.63%

patch antenna
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4.

Conclusion

In this research, a rectangular shaped microstrip antenna has been designed that contains a single,
double and triple U shape using ADS software. A single U shape has been designed and tested for
the sake of increasing bandwidth at operating frequency 2.45 GHz. The achieved bandwidth was
51.36% at return loss equal to 21dBi. A double U shape microstrip antenna has also been tested with
bandwidth equal to 52.63% at return loss equal to -26 dB. In addition, a triple U shape has also been
undertaken to give bandwidth equal to52.63% at return loss equal -22 dB. In general, the results are
considered very satisfactory where most designs give bandwidth enhancements above 50%at very
acceptable levels of return loss.
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ABSTRACT
With the rapid growth in both internet and telecommunication technologies, VoIP has become
more and more popular and expected to replace the traditional telephony services. The main
issues in communication of real time application on IP networks, however, are providing high
Quality of Service (QoS), security and appropriate capacity of transmission medium. Therefore,
one of the most important factors to consider when designing packet voice networks is the
capacity. This paper focuses on the capacity problem and attempts to determine the minimum
bandwidth (BW) that can support in each transmission rate based on different speech codecs. In
precise, this paper discusses an overhead problem in VoIP transmission and studies the extent of
which the required BW is affected by the type of used network and the dependency on the codec
type used for the VoIP encoders. The study devises the variation payload size in two codec
techniques (G.711and G.729) to optimize the BW utilization. The study concluded that
increasing the payload size and using the cRTP protocol would reduce bandwidth requirements
to more than 50%.
Keyword— VoIP; Overhead Problem; Codec Techniques; Capacity.

1.

Introduction

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a technology that used widely in both internet and
telecommunication fields to make voice calls and expected to replace the traditional telephony
services. Nowadays, using VoIP services users are not only allowed to call other users using the
same service, but they may allowed to call anyone who has a subscribe number connected to a VoIP
adapter. The idea of this technology is to convert the user voice into a digital signal to be transmitted
using the Internet connection. The idea behind such technology is a number of protocols that
organize and control connection establishment over different network layers. As the voice packet is
moved over different network layers, some additional information needs to be added to the packet.
Real-time Protocol (RTP), Datagram Protocol (UDP), and Internet Protocol (IP) header address
represent more than 70% of the added information to such packets. The formed (RTP/UDP/IP)
packet represent about 54 bytes of information. The main components of a VoIP system are
CODEC (Coder-Decoder), Packetizer and playout buffer [1].
The most critical components of a VoIP system is the voice codec. It is the process of converting the
speech signal into digital form, transmit it through the medium to the receiver and reconstruct the
received information to form the original signal. different algorithms are run on both sides, the
sender and the receiver sides, to ensure the success deliver of the packetized voice data. Different
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codecs have different bit-rate, packet length, speech quality, algorithmic delay, complexity are used to
enable optimization of bandwidth utilization. Bit rate is a very important parameter of codec which
affects the quality of encoded speech. Therefore, to obtain the best quality of voice with the lowest
bandwidth requirements, it is important to select the appropriate codec for a particular voice network
[2] [3][4].
However, the main issues in communication of real time application on IP networks are providing
high Quality of Service (QoS), security and appropriate capacity of transmission medium. Choosing
the appropriate codec for a particular bandwidth of the network is also a little difficult. Using other
internet application such as web browsing, file transfer, … etc in the same time with VoIP service is
affect the performance of the connection of the VoIP session because it is affect the network
bandwidth. Due to popularity of both the common hybrid codecs (G.711 and G.729), they have
been studied in this paper to optimize the bandwidth utilization.
2.

Background

1.

Voice Codecs

With VoIP, the voice traffic is carried through the transport medium over an IP network, requiring a
source, destination, User headers. Voice codec samples the waveform at regular intervals and
generates a value. Samples are taken 8000 times/s (i.e. 8 kHz sampling rate) or 16000 times/s (i.e. 16
kHz sampling rate).The values are quantized in order to map it into discrete-finite value which can be
represented using digital bits, which forms the voice data frame being transmitted over the network.
To achieve such process, codec provides compression capabilities to save network bandwidth. The
rapid development of VoIP technology has driven to deep advancement in designing of voice codecs
which provide better QoS management capabilities. As mentioned above, choosing a proper codec is
an important factor because it can affect the voice quality and bandwidth utilization together. Then
the philosophy is, having higher compression codecs leads to lower bit rate which means lower
bandwidth. From another point of view, high-quality voice codecs with high degree of compression
require very low bandwidths for transmission, and thus have better performance in network
congestion situations [2][5][6].
Formally, voice codecs are standardized by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T).
The most common voice codecs specified by ITU-T include G.711 with 64 kbps
and G.729 with 8 kbps bit rate. Both versions are widely used. G.729 utilizes one eighth of the
bandwidth compared to G.711. This means that G.729 supports more calls but they have less quality.
G.711 codec doesn’t have licensing fee so it can be used in VoIP applications freely. In contrary,
G.729 is a licensed codec. Most phones that support VoIP have implemented this codec in their
chipset. G.711codec use Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) of voice frequencies at a standard bit rate of
64 Kbps. Typically 12..14 bit samples, sampled at 8 KHz sample rate, are compounded to 8 bit for
transmission over a 64 Kbps data channel. This codec requires low computation complexity and
provides very good voice quality with negligible delay. However, it consumes 64 Kbps of audio
bandwidth per direction, which is high in comparison to other codecs. On the other hand, G.729
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codec samples the voice band at 8 KHz with a 16 bit resolution. This codec provides significant
bandwidth savings. It has 8:1 compression and requires just 8 Kbps of audio bandwidth [2][4]. Main
characteristics of both codecs are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Main characteristics of the G711, G729

2.

Codec

Data Rate (kbps)

Coding Type

G.711

64

PCM

G.729

8

CS-ACELP

Comments
Delivers precise speech transmission.
produces audio uncompressed
Excellent
bandwidth
utilization.
produces audio compressed

Related Work

The issue of voice performance are widely studied and the most research have been done in this area
focus on codec selection. The aim is to select the appropriate sampling method for suitable codec to
provide better voice performance. The Quality of Service (QoS), network traffic, and bandwidth
requirement are topics of interest in the research field [5]. However, not many work have been done
on specific type of network and bandwidth optimization. For example, different voice codecs were
employed to investigate VoIP traffic with silence suppression technique where no packets are
generated in silence period [6]. Simulation methods were also used to investigate the performance of
VoIP using different coding schemes [7]. As multi rate make different transmission rate and hence,
different bandwidths possible. In this context, if the number of calls exceed the allocated bandwidth,
the quality of perceived voice can be affected by packet loss, jitter and delay [8].
While Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic with different codec schemes were considered by many
researchers, others suggest that G.729 codec generates smaller packets and is more error resilient
than G.711 [9][10]. In such case, G.729 codec with Voice Activity Detection (VAD) enabled was
used to produce the Variable Bit Rate (VBR) characteristics. Accordingly, it is more suitable for use
in wireless network where there are higher channel errors [11]. Both codecs G.711 and G.729 were
compared over 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) protocol in infrastructure mode.
Results have shown that the output bit rate of the G.729 encoder being eight times less than that of
the G.711 encoder [12]. Moreover, to improve quality of service capabilities, it have shown that the
header overhead for voice traffic can be reduced [13] and can also be compressed during
multiplexing to increase the bandwidth efficiency [14].
3.

Bandwidth Calculation

In order to be moved over the IP network layers, the IP packet is wrapped by the physical
transmission medium. The overhead introduced in VoIP communication links by the RTP/UDP/IP
headers is quite high: Consider a scenario where a G.729 codec operating at a rate of 8Kbps, sending
frames every 20 msec. This will result in a voice payloads of 20 bytes for each packet. However, to
transfer these voice payloads using RTP/UDP/IP, the following headers must be added: an Ethernet
header of 14 bytes (18 bytes if VLAN is used), IP header of 20 bytes, UDP header of 8 bytes and an
additional 12 bytes for RTP. This is a whopping total of 54 bytes (58 with VLAN) overhead to
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transmit a 20-byte payload. Transmission of IP over other mediums will result in different overhead
calculations. These protocol header assumptions can be summarized as follows:
40 bytes for: IP (20 bytes) / User Datagram Protocol (UDP) (8 bytes) / Real-Time Transport
Protocol (RTP) (12 bytes) headers.
Compressed Real-Time Protocol (cRTP) reduces the IP/UDP/RTP headers to 2 or 4 bytes (cRTP
is not available over Ethernet).
6 bytes for Multilink Point-to-Point Protocol (MP) or Frame Relay Forum (FRF).
1 byte for the end-of-frame flag on MP and Frame Relay frames.
18 bytes for Ethernet L2 headers, including 4 bytes of Frame Check Sequence (FCS) or Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC).

Figure 1: IPheader forms a significant part of small Voice over IP packets

The amount of bandwidth required to carry voice over an IP network is dependent upon a number
of factors such as Codec (coder/decoder) and sample period, IP header, Transmission medium,
Silence suppression. The term ‘IP header’ is used to refer to the combined IP, UDP and RTP
information placed in the packet, see fig. 1. The payload generated by the codec is wrapped in
successive layers of information in order to deliver it to its destination. RTP is the first, or innermost,
layer added. This is 12 octets. RTP allows the samples to be reconstructed in the correct order and
provides a mechanism for measuring delay and jitter. UDP adds 8 octets, and routes the data to the
correct destination port. It is a connectionless protocol and does not provide any sequence
information or guarantee of delivery. IP adds 20 octets, and is responsible for delivering the data to
the destination host. It is connectionless and does not guarantee delivery of packets [4][5].
Overall, the IP/UDP/RTP headers add a fixed 40 octets to the payload. With a sample period of 20
ms, the IP headers will generate an additional fixed 16 kbps to whatever codec is being used. The
payload for the G.711 codec and 20 ms sample period calculated above is 160 octets, the IP header
adds 40 octets. This means 200 octets, or 1,600 bits are sent 50 times per second resulting in 80,000
bits per second. This is the bandwidth needed to transport the VoIP only, it does not take into
account the physical transmission medium.
There are other factors, which can reduce the overhead incurred by the IP headers, such as
compressed RTP (cRTP). This can be implemented on point-to-point links and reduces the IP
header from 40 to just 2 or 4 octets. The codec determines the actual amount of bandwidth that the
voice data will occupy. It also determines the rate at which the voice is sampled. The IP/UDP/RTP
header can generally be thought of as a fixed overhead of 40 octets per packet, though on point-topoint links RTP header compression can reduce this to 2 to 4 octets (RFC 2508). The transmission
medium, such as Ethernet , will add its own headers, checksums and spacers to the packet. Finally,
some codecs employ silence suppression, which can reduce the required bandwidth by as much as 50
percent [2] [15].
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Total packet size = (layer 2 header: MP or FR or Ethernet) + (IP/UDP/RTP header) + (voice
payload size)
(1)
Packet Per Second (PPS) = (codec bit rate) / (voice payload size)
(2)
Bandwidth = total packet size * PPS
(3)
4.

Results and Discussion

The programming language used in this work is the Matlab, for its speed of data processing and ease
of use, and the possibility of displaying the results in graphical form so that it can be easily
understood. Bandwidth requirement for transmission VoIP is calculated using codecs G711, G729.
We examine the effect of the used network type and the variation payload size on bandwidth
requirement. In this work, we consider the types of networks (Ethernet, Frame Relay (FR), Multilink
Point-to-Point Protocol (MP)), and for Payload size when using the codec G711 it was (5, 10, 20, 30,
40) ms while when using the codec G729 it was (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60) ms.

Figure 2: Bandwidth Requirement of Codec G711

Figure 3: Bandwidth Requirement of Codec G729

From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, it is noticed that as payload size increases the BW decreases. The network
that requires the widest bandwidth is clearly the Ethernet network. This is due to not utilizing cRTP
protocol which responsible for decreasing the header. On the other hand, the type of network
system that requires less bandwidth is the Frame Relay (FR) and Multilink point-to-point (MP)
networks. Again, this is due to cRTP function that is reduceing the header and therefore condensing
the bandwidth requirements. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the percentage of the header size with respect to
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the total load size.When increasing the voice payload size the VoIP bandwidth reduces and the
overall delay increases.

Figure 4: Packet Overhead of Codec G711

5.

Figure 5: Packet Overhead of Codec G729

Conclusions

All VoIP packets are made up of two components: voice samples and IP/UDP/RTP headers.
Although the voice samples are compressed by the Digital Signal Processor (DSP) and can vary in
size based on the codec used, the headers are a constant of 40bytes in length. With cRTP, these
headers can be compressed into two or four bytes. This compression offers significant VoIP
bandwidth savings. When increasing the voice payload size the VoIP bandwidth reduces and the
overall delay increases.
There are many factors that influence the amount of bandwidth required to transmit a voice call over
an IP network. By approaching the problem one element at a time, the final calculation becomes
relatively feasible. Other factors may influence the use of the actual bandwidth, such as RTP header
compression, silence suppression and other techniques are still under development. The study
concluded that increasing the payload size and using the cRTP protocol would reduce bandwidth
requirements to more than 50%.
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ABSTRACT
MapReduce is a two -stage information processing technique and it is common concept for big
data. Map and Reduce procedures are distributed among some processors within a cluster in the
cloud. The performance modeling and analysis of MapReduce execution times has been a
challenging task. Analytic performance models provide reasonably accurate job response time
estimation with significantly lower cost compared with experimental experiments. Queueing
theory is one the modeling and analysis tools of such systems since it enables efficient analysis of
the performance, availability and some other key metrics of a data processing system. In this
paper, an M/G/1/K performance model with first come first serviced (FCFS) discipline of
MapReduce is proposed. More specifically, it will present a queueing model with two stages
hypoexponential service time and finite queue. This model has a cloud server with two stages to
investigate the performance of the MapReduce technique subject to heavy traffic conditions.
The system is analyzed via discrete-event simulation (DES). Key numerical examples are
presented for varying number of mappers, reducers and the mean arrival rates to assess their
effect on the system mean response time, loss probability and mean queue length. The results are
expected to be useful for predicting MapReduce under various workloads and operating
conditions of big data processing.
Keyword— Cloud computing, MapReduce, Performance Modeling, Queuing Theory,
Hypoexponential distribution

1.

Introduction

MapReduce is a well- known programming model that process in parallel large data on cloud clusters
[1]. This model is composed of map and reduce functions, “Map” function processes a key/value
pair to generate a set of intermediate key/value and a “Reduce” function merges all intermediate
values associated with the same intermediate key [2].
In big data cluster, a MapReduce job is divided into several tasks that are executed on parallel on
multiple virtual machines (VMs), which significantly reduce the job execution time. The operating
concept of a MapReduce is depicted in Figure 1. The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is an
open source System that is responsible for storing replicated data fashion and run in a distributed
way on a cluster of servers [1].
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Figure 1: The operating concept of MapReduce process (adopted from [1])

For a cloud MapReduce cluster, a cloud node is a VM which can have several mappers and reducers
[1]. MapReduce functionality can be described as following: upon arrival, MapReduce jobs are
queued for processing at the cloud cluster which has hundreds of nodes. The job is scheduled by the
load balancer which plays an important role in dispatching, monitoring, and tracking the availability
of nodes at the cloud data center. Then, the input data of a MapReduce job is split into multiple data
set. As a result, the map phase is initiated where each data set is processed by one mapper node to
produce intermediate key/value pairs or results. After all data sets have received the required service,
the reduce phase starts where each reducer can process and aggregate the intermediate results to
form the final output results [3].
The ratio of the total mappers to reducers can be specified by the user and the job tracker, with
additional controlling functionality, is responsible for provisioning the correct number of slave
nodes (which host the mappers and reducers) to meet the QoS conditions. There is a tradeoff
between cloud cluster’s performance and the cloud usage cost since allocating fewer resources than
required will affect the cloud’s performance while allocating more nodes will increase the cost to the
cloud user due to the over- provisioning[1].Therefore, knowing the correct number of nodes can be
implicitly made via determining the number of mappers and reducers needed to execute a
MapReduce job and then resolving the cloud MapReduce performance-cost tradeoff.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the key studies on the performance
evaluation of map reduce technique. Section 3 presents the proposed queueing mode to capture the
MapReduce node’s behaviour. Section 4 presents DES and numerical examples to show how to
utilize the proposed model in predicting the performance of the node. Feasible extension of the
proposed model is presented in Section 5 and finally Section 6 concludes the study and suggests
directions for future work.
2.

Related work

There has been some prior work on the performance of MapReduce node. A queueing network
model with hypoexponential service time and finite queue was proposed to study and analysis the
performance of MapReduce and multi-stage big data processing [4]. In [5] MapReduce model
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behaviour was captured via a Triple-Queue Scheduler based where MapReduce workloads were
classified into three types based on their CPU and I/O utilization under heterogeneous workloads.
A network of queues model was proposed in [6] to model MapReduce and it was evaluated via
simulation. Only the execution time of MapReduce jobs with varying cluster size was estimated.
While a closed queuing networks model was proposed in [7] to model the map phase. More
specifically, a mathematical model was constructed for predicting the execution time of the map
phase of MapReduce single class jobs. The model results were validated by experiments on a single as
well as a 2-node Hadoop environment.
The work in [3] presented an analytical model based on finite queueing system M/G/1/K to model
MapReduce algorithm and to determine, at any time and under current workload conditions, the
minimal number of cloud resources needed to satisfy the Service Level Objective SLO response
time. The queueing model’ server has three stages in tandem, namely: “job scheduling” delay centre,
parallel n delay centre “VMs worker”, and “result aggregating” delay centre.An analytic solution and
a DES were developed to solve the system and the work considered only light- to- medium traffic.
The work in [3] was extended in [1] where the model has a three- phase service time namely: delay
centre scheduler (load balancer), parallel m delay centre mappers and parallel n delay centre reducers.
An analytic solution and a DES were developed to solve the system that has three phases where the
second and third phases arewith mand n servers with exponential service rate respectively.
The above mentioned studies did not take into consideration the MapReduce operation under heavy
traffic conditions. Moreover, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the heavy traffic approximation
for multiple server queueing system was not utilized to simplify the queueing model analysis. The
paper aims to simplify a model similar to those proposed in [1] and [3] according to this theory. In
this context, i.e., at heavy traffic, multiple server queueing systems can be approximated by single
server queues with total mean service rate, μt = Cμ. Using a heavy traffic approximation, multiple
server systems can be approximated to single server queueing systems, as approved in [8],[9].
3.

The Proposed Model

3.1.

The Queueing Model

A queueing model for executing big data MapReduce tasks is proposed, as depicted in Figure 2.
Three performance metrics are considered for the mean service time, mean queue length and the loss
probability. In order to simplify the simulation of the MapReduce node model proposed in [1], the
approximation based on the theory of heavy traffic condition is adopted where both parallel m and n
delay centres were replaced in the proposed model by single delay server with nμ and mμ rates
respectively.
The model assumptions and the analysis methods are justified as following: arrivals are assumed to
have Poisson distribution, since it was shown that arrival of HTTP requests for documents under a
heavy load closely follow the Poisson process (According to [1] and [3]). Service times are
hyperexponentially distributed, as in reality, service times are not always exponential, but they are
generally distributed. In this case, these models become difficult to be analytically solved when
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considering bursty traffic and non- Poisson arrivals. Therefore, simulation is an effective alternative
to capture the system behaviour.
It is worth mentioning that the impact of buffer size variation on the node’s performance was not
taken into consideration in this study.
μ1=m/d μ

μ2= r μ

λ
K

μ2

μ1

Map phase

Reduce phase

Figure2: M/G/1/K model for a big data server running m mappers and r reducers

3.2.

Performance Metrics

The performance metrics adopted in this study are briefly described below[10]:
1. Mean Response time (W)
It is the time a server takes to process a job (i.e., it is the time between receiving a job at the server
node and its departure from the node).
2. Loss Probability (LP)
This is the percentage of jobs that get lost on arrival when they found the server queue full.
3. Mean queue length (Wq)
It is the number of jobs waiting in the queue to be served by the server.
These performance metrics are chosen to explicitly reflect the system behaviour when the
MapReduce is overloaded in the event of queue saturation (at heavy traffic conditions).
4.

Simulation and Numerical Results

4.1.

Simulation Analysis

Discrete-event simulation was implemented using a java package to simulate M/G/1/K /FCFS for
MapReduce process with m mappers and r reducers where m > r. The performance was assessed in
terms of the MapReduce node’s mean response time, mean queue length and loss probability. These
performance metrics were compared to assess the effect of increasing the number of m and r on the
performance.
where the service time has hypoexponential distribution. The simulation is implemented according to
[11].The built-in pseudorandom number generator was used to generate uniformly distributed
random variables, U on [0,1] interval. (RVs) which were employed to generate exponential and
hypoexponential RVs, are expressed in equations1 and 2:
−1
𝜆

Exponential RV=

. ln(U)
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Hypoexpoential = ∑𝑛𝑖=1

−1
ln(𝑈𝑖 )
𝜇𝑖

(2)

where𝜆 is the mean rate of the exponential RV,𝜇𝑖 is the mean rates for the hypoexponential stages of
the RVs and U is a uniform RV.
since hypoexponential RVs are the sum of n exponential RVs. The rates of exponential RVs can be
equal or different from each other. In the context of this work, the rates are assumed
to be different and the simulation algorithm of 2-sytages hypoexponential RV is depicted in Figure
3.
Algorithm:
Generating 2-stages hypoexponential RV, X, using the inverse transform method to generate two exponential RVs, the
following steps as followed:
Begin
Step 1: Input the value of the mean rate λ1, λ2 of the Exponential RV;
Step 2: Generate two uniform RVs U1[0,1], U2[0,1] and
Step 3: Let X= ∑2𝑖=1[−
End.

1

𝜆𝑖

ln (Ui[0,1])];

Figure 3: Algorithm of generating 2-stages hypoexponential RV

In order to improve the accuracy of simulation output, the number of the simulated events was made
106.. The values of the simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: The Parameters of The Simulation Experiments

4.2.

Parameter

Value

K
Λ
µ
µ1
µ2
D
M
R

100
200-1400 job /sec
1200 job /sec
μ1=m/d μ
μ2= r μ
5
6,9,12,15
2,3,4,5

Numerical Results

Figures 4-7 show the relations between the adopted performance metrics for the MapReduce as a
function of the mean arrival rate in order to check the effect of increasing of mappers and reducers
subject to heavy traffic conditions. While Figures 6 and 7 show mean response time and loss
probability against the number of both mappers and reducers. Figure 4 to 6 illustrate the effect of
the number of mappers and reducers on the MapReduce performance metrics.
Figure 4 depicts the mean response time. The higher the mappers and reducers the better the
performance will be (with the lowest mean response time). Clearly, this improvement is achieved
because more workers operate in parallel so that any incoming job that finds the first CPU core is
busy will be more probably to receive service by other workers. Figure 5 shows the performance
comparison in terms of loss probability. It is verified that the loss probability for m=15 and r=5 is
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Mean response time (sec)

much smaller than that of a m=6 and r=2. This is expected as the server capacity is around twice as
the original one. As a result, the queue will have less number of jobs and this will reduce the
possibility of being full that causing job loss. Figure 6 illustrates the mean queue length. It is
obvious that the increase of m and r will delay the full occupation of the queue till the moment when
the mean arrival rate = 800 job/sec and this is almost close to the theoretical value when the server
utilization ρ=1. On the contrary, when m=6 and r=2 the queue is more probable to be full. Due to
the low service rate which is a function of both m and r.
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0
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1400
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m=9 r=3
m=15 r=5

Figure 4: Mean response time Vs mean arrival rate with varying mappers(m) and reducers (r)

Loss Probability
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m=12 r=4

1400
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Figure. 5: Loss probability Vs mean arrival rate with varying mappers(m) and reducers (r)

In order to make a decision on the number of mappers and reducers according to specific workload
conditions, Figure 7 can be employed for this purpose by taking the mean response time as a key
performance metric. When the sum of m and r are equal to 12, for example, the corresponding mean
response time is around 0.22 sec.
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Mean Queue Length
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Figure. 6: Mean queue length Vs mean arrival rate with varying mappers(m) and reducers (r)
Mean response time
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Figure. 7: Mean response time Vs. the sum of mappers and reducers (m+r) (when λ =1200 jobs/ sec)

5.

A Model Extension Employing a QNM with Multiple Servers

In this section, a more general queueing model, depicted in Figure 8, is suggested to examine the
performance of Map-reduces algorithm for a cluster has N servers utilizing the model proposed in
[12]. This involves the use of the universal maximum entropy (ME) algorithm for arbitrary open
QNMs with finite capacity (c.f., [8],[9]).
μ1=m/d μ

λ/N

μ1

μ2

μ1

μ2

λ
K

λ/N

μ2= r μ

………..
λ/N
μ1

μ2

N servers

Map phase

Reduce phase

Figure. 8: Possible extension of the proposed model
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6.

Conclusions

The performance for big data map reduce process is investigated by assessing the impact of the
number of mappers and reduces on the MapReduce system performance, in terms of the node mean
response time, mean queue length and the loss probability, when fixing the buffer size. The results
showed that the increase of the mappers and reducers in big data cluster node improve the overall
performance. This improvement was quantified via DES.
The proposed model can be used as an effective tool to determine the number of mappers and
reducers to meet specific operating conditions. This study is an attempt towards investigating the
performance of MapReduce procedure using a simple QNM as a quantitative tool for the design and
possible development of MapReduce process under heavy traffic workloads.
Extensions of the work may address the modelling of a big data cluster that composed of N servers
running MapReduce on parallel. In this context, one or more classes can be taken into consideration
to reflect realistic operating conditions. The accuracy of the proposed queueing model can be
improved by taking into account the scheduling delay at the load balancer, as suggested in [1],[3].
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, steganography has emerged as one of the main research areas in information
security. Least significant bit (LSB) steganography is one of the fundamental and conventional
spatial domain methods, which is capable of hiding larger secret information in a cover image
without noticeable visual distortions. In this paper, a combined algorithm based on LSB
steganography and chaotic encryption is proposed. Experimental results show the feasibility of
the proposed method. In comparison with existing steganographic spatial domain based
algorithms, the suggested algorithm is shown to have some advantages over existing ones,
namely, larger key space and a higher level of security against some existing attacks.
Keyword— Steganography, data hiding, cover image, stego image.

1.

Introduction

The growing of digital communication technologies has caused a substantial increment in data
transmission. When sensitive information such as bank account numbers is being shared between
two communicating parties over a public channel, security of such data becomes necessary.
Cryptography and steganography are two important tools for providing security and protecting
sensitive information. Cryptography provides features such as confidentiality and integrity of data.
For instance, confidentiality is achieved via an encryption algorithm which scrambles/mixes the
private information so that it becomes unreadable to any party other than the intended recipient.
However, steganography provides data security by hiding the information in a cover medium so that
even the existence of a hidden message is not known to an intruder. Secret messages are embedded
in cover objects to form stego objects. These stego objects are transmitted through the insecure
channel. Cover objects may take the form of any digital image, audio, video and other computer files.
Digital images are widely used as cover object of hidden information because of the high level of
redundancy in them which is caused by the low sensitivity of the human visual system to details. The
success of steganography lies in transmission of stego objects without suspicion [1].
A large number of image steganographic techniques have appeared in the literature, for example [27]. These techniques can be classified into two main classes: spatial domain and transform domain
techniques. In spatial domain techniques, private message is embedded in the intensity of image
pixels directly [2-4]. In transform domain techniques, the privatemessage is embedded in the cover by
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modifying coefficients in a transform domain such as discrete cosine transform (DCT) and integer
discrete wavelet transform [5-6].
Although transform domain based algorithms are more robust to steganalytic attacks, the spatial
domain based algorithms such as least significant bit (LSB) algorithms are much simpler and faster.
Several versions of the LSBs embedding algorithms have appeared in the literature. However, many
steganalysis tools that reveal the insecurity of some LSBs replacement algorithms have been reported.
For example, in [7] authors suggested a steganalytic attack that can estimate the length of information
embedded in a host image for various LSBs algorithms. Nevertheless, the high embedding capacity
and low computational complexity of these algorithms have encouraged researchers to further
participate in this area.
Chaotic maps are well known for their sensitivity to initial conditions and control parameters. These
properties make them suitable for building blocks in the design of many cryptographic and
steganographic algorithms [3, 8]. In this paper, we propose a new LSBs spatial domain algorithm that
is based on mixing two 2-D chaotic maps. The proposed algorithm encrypts the secret message using
mixed chaotic map and uses LSB for data hiding.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 2 presents the used 2-D chaotic maps. In
Section 3, we give a detailed description of the proposed algorithm and a flowchart. In Section 4,
simulation results are presented and discussed. The conclusions are given in Section 5.
2.

Two Dimensional Chaotic Maps

In the proposed steganography method, we have used a combination of two 2D chaotic systems
which are logistic and duffing maps defined in [8, 9] as given in (1) and (2).
𝑥𝑛+1 = µ 𝑥𝑛 (1 − 𝑥𝑛 )
𝑦𝑛+1 = 𝜆𝑦𝑛 (1 − 𝑦𝑛 )
(1)
where, 𝜇, 𝜆, 𝑥 and 𝑦are the control parameters and state values, respectively. When
𝜇 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜆 𝜖 [3.57,4], the system is chaotic. The Duffing map depends on the two constants 𝑎 and 𝑏.
These are usually set to 𝑎 = 2.75 and 𝑏 = 0.2 to produce chaotic behaviour. It is a discrete version
of the Duffing equation.
𝑧𝑛+1 = 𝑤𝑛
3
𝑤𝑛+1 = −𝑏 𝑧𝑛 + 𝑎𝑤𝑛 − 𝑤𝑛+1
3.

(2)

The Proposed Steganographic Algorithm

The steganographic scheme proposed in this article embeds a binary message according to the least
significant bit technique as shown in Figure 1. This helps imperceptibility since the more significant
bits of the cover image are not altered. Data embedded is done using the following steps:
•

Step 2: Read both of cover image and secret image, the cover image most be equal or larger
than the secret image.

•

Step 3: use chaotic maps to encrypt secret image.
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•

Step 3: Select the block size for the encryption algorithm and generate random initial
conditions for the chaotic maps.

•

Step 4: Using the initial conditions to generate chaotic maps key streams 𝑋 and 𝑌.

•

Step 5: Secret image is divided into blocks of same size (𝑚×𝑚), scrambled using the
encryption key stream and recombined into a single image.

•

Step 6: Pixel wise XOR operation is done on the scrambled image using the key stream to
get the encrypted image.

•

Step 7: Extract the pixels of the cover image and encrypted secret image.

•

Step 8: Choose first pixel of the cover image and pick first pixel of the encrypted secret
image then place it using LSB algorithm, one pixel of the encrypted secret image have 8 bits,
using for example 8bpp all this bits will be hidden inside one pixel of the color image.
Step 10: Repeat step 9 till all the pixels of the encrypted secret image has been embedded.

•

Cover image
Check images sizes
Choose first pixel
of cover image

Initial conditions
Secret image

Divide into blocks and shuffle

Hide first pixel of
secret image inside first
pixel of cover image
Repeat till all pixels of
secret image are hidden

Chaotic map Generator

Scrambled
XOR operation
Encrypted secret image

Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed steganography algorithm.

When applying LSB techniques to each byte of a 24 bit image, we can take the binary representation
of the hidden data and overwrite the LSB of each byte within the cover image. If the LSB of the pixel
value of cover image 𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗) is equal to the next message bit 𝑆𝑀 of secret massage to be embedded,
𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗) remain unchanged; if not, set the LSB of 𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗) to 𝑆𝑀.
4.

Performance Analysis and Experimental Results

In this section, experimental results are given to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
algorithm. Comparative experimental studies are also presented to show the superiority of the
proposed algorithm over typical existing ones.
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namely, Airplane, Fruits, pool, and girl are used as cover images for hiding sensitive information of
length 524288 bit.
4.1.

Visual Attack

Visual attacks, regarded as the simplest type of steganalysis, aim at revealing the presence of hidden
information through visual inspection by the naked eye. The presentedalgorithm is designed to be
robust against visual attacks. Figure 2 presents a cover image (512 × 512 × 3 Airplane), a secretimage carrying of size(256 × 256), an encrypted secret image, and a stego-image carrying an
encrypted secret image. A visual inspection of the coverand the stego-image does not reveal any
difference between the two images.

[1].

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure2: (a) cover image, (b) secret image, (c) encrypted secret image, (d) stego image.

4.2.

Imperceptibility and Payload

For data hiding in images, hiding capacity and visual quality of the scheme play important roles. So,
increasing hiding capacity adversely affects the visual quality of the stego-image. The embedding rate
is the number of bits that can be embedded into one pixel, and it is measured by bits per pixel (bpp).
It is known that human visual system cannot detect the distortion of a stego-image, when the peak
signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is higher than 30 dB. To compare between each of 3, 6, 8 bits per pixel,
we measure PSNR for all stego-images as shown in Table 1, the highest PSNR values means the
stego-image is similar to cover image.

Table 1:PSNR comparison in dB.

bpp
3
6
8

Airplane
53.0
48.2
41.5

Fruits
53.6
48.5
41.8

Pool
53.8
48.2
42.7

Girl
53.6
48.6
41.5

In Table 2, PSNR (dB) is calculated with different payload capacity of 3 bpp on a stego- image
using Lena as a cover image , and the results are compared with similar steganography schemes for
the same cover image.
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Table 2:Comparison of the proposed algorithm to existing work in terms of PSNR (dB).

4.3.

bpp

Proposed

[4]

[10]

[11]

3

53.0

37.9

37.3

37.8

Image Histogram

In Figure 3, we present the histograms of the cover image Lena and the resulting stego-image
produced by our algorithm with a message of size 3bpp, 6 bpp, and 8 bpp. It can be observed that
the two histograms are very similar. This test shows a comparison between the cover image and the
stego image, using the histogram as a visual comparison tool.

Figure 3:(a) Histogram of cover image, (b) Histogram of stego-image from left to right
3 bpp, 6 bpp, and 8 bpp.

4.4.

Key Space Analysis

The key space of an encryption algorithm should be large enough to resist brute–force attacks. In the
proposed algorithm, the secret key contains seven real numbers (two control parameters and four
initial states). If we assume the computation precision of the computer
is 10−15, then the key space is about 1090 ≈ 2299 . Such a large key space can ensure a high security
against brute–force attacks.
5.

Conclusions

In this paper, a steganographic algorithm based on two 2-D chaotic maps has been introduced. This
algorithm embeds the encrypted sensitive information using chaotic maps into the cover image
according to the least significant bit technique. The LSB algorithm effectively allows the embedding
of secret information at higher level frequencies, which are not visible to the human eye. The
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presented simulation results show the resistance of the suggested algorithm against some existing steg
analytic attacks. Furthermore, the results show its advantages over some existing algorithms.
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ABSTRACT
There is a high concern worldwide about the effects of the high level of energy of the
transmitted electromagnetic radiations for the wireless communications on the humans’ health.
So, the purpose of this study is to experimentally evaluate the human health safety related to the
exposure to the highest energy of the transmitted microwave radiations (highest radiation risk) at
the highest operating frequency 2450 MHz of all operating frequencies (850, 900, 950, 2450
MHz) within the range of 30 MHz-3GHz of the tested AL-MADAR mobile phone base station
in the population area for the first time in Garaboulli City - Libya. The specific absorption rate
(SAR) value is used as a measure of the rate of absorption of microwave radiation energy in the
human tissues on the basis of exposing to the highest radiation risk which is considered asthe
worst case scenario. The SAR values are evaluated at predetermined distances (5, 40, 80, 120 and
160 meters) by using MATLAB program. The power density and the electric field
measurements of the microwaves radiation of the antenna of the selected of AL-MADAR
mobile phone base station, were experimentally measured by utilizing the spectrum analyzer
devise (Spectrum HF-6065), in addition to the mass density and the medium conductivity values
for the investigated human tissues (eye (Sclera), brain (Grey Matter), nerve and blood) at 2450
MHz frequency. The numerical results indicate that the highest SAR value is 205.4 ∗
10−6 𝑊 ⁄𝑘𝑔 of the human blood at the shortest distance (5 meters). This SAR value is
significantly lower than the international recommended safe radiation level standards. So, for the
first time, these results show that the microwave equipments which use AL-MADAR network in
the Garaboulli city-Libya can be considered safe on the humans’ health.
Keyword— Microwaves Radiations, Specific Absorption Rate (SAR), MATLAB Program,
Health Hazards & Garaboulli City-Libya.

1.

Introduction

People nowadays commonly use several applications of the microwave communication technology
which are constitutively emitting microwaves radiation such as modern mobile telephone services (
text messaging ; messaging multi services (MMS) ; email ; internet access ; short range
communications ( infrared , Bluetooth ) ; business application ; gaming and photography ), which use
the cellular wireless network architecture ; whereas it's work depends on mobile phone base stations
( these are also known as base transceiver stations or telecommunication structures ). These
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telecommunication structures are multi-channel two ways radio for transmitting and receiving signals,
and have antennas which produce microwaves radiation whereas they are mounted on transmission
towers that need to be of at a certain height order to have a wider coverage [1].
The microwaves radiation has the potential to interact with the human biological system and could
cause hazards on people's health. The microwaves radiation of all frequencies between 30MHz to
3GHz is classified as non-ionizing and can potentially lead to irreparable damages in the exposed
human biological tissues [2].
On the basis of the exposure to the highest microwaves radiations (EMRs) energy (the highest
radiation risk which is considered as the worst case scenario); by using the SAR measure in different
human tissues, for the first time in Garaboulli City-Libya, this study is designed and conducted
aiming to experimentally assess the potential radiation risks on the human health related to the
exposure to the highest microwave radiation energy at the highest operating frequency 2450 MHz of
all operating frequencies (850, 900, 950, 2450 MHz) which is included in the internationally
recommended operating very high (VHF) and ultra high frequencies (UHF) range of 30 MHz to 3
GHz according to the stratification specified by International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
2.

Materials and Methods

Firstly, due to the availability of many different designs of the mobile phone base stations that vary
widely in their power, characteristics, and their potential for exposing people to the microwaves
radiation [1] and secondly, based on the highest radiation risk, which is fulfilled requirement by the
highest experimental values of each of the power density and the electrical field received at the
population area of the tested site, the MATLAB program is used to experimentally evaluate the
exposure to the highest microwaves radiation energy atthe highest operating frequency 2450 MHz of
all operating frequencies (850, 900, 950, 2450 MHz) , within the operating VHF and UHF range of
30 MHz to 3 GHz, of the antenna of the selected AL-MADAR mobile phone base station, which is
located near Garaboulli City’s bridge. This selected mobile base station uses modern mobile
telephone services, and its antenna’s radiation is received by the population area in tested site
(Garaboulli city centre).
The selection of the highest operating frequency 2450 MHz of all operating frequencies of the tested
mobile base station was done with full consideration of the direct relationship between the calculated
SAR values and the different operating frequencies.
The calculation of the SAR value which is used as the evaluating measure tool at pre determined
distances (5, 40, 80, 120 and 160 meters) , was done using the correspondent information of the
power density and the electric field of each investigated human tissues. The calculated SAR value is
measured in watt per kilogram (W/kg).
The experimental measurements of the highest radiation energy at each earlier mentioned different
distances, were done by utilizing the spectrum analyzer devise (Spectrum HF-6065), in addition to
the medium conductivity (σ) values of each of the investigated human tissue [eye (Sclera), Brain(Grey
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Matter), nerve and blood]that have the highest values at the highest operating frequency 2450 MHz
of all operating frequencies (850, 900, 950 and 2450 MHz) which is included in the internationally
recommended operating VHF and UHF range of 30 MHz to 3 GHz according to the stratification
published by ITU[3].
3.

Theory and Calculation

This study is conducted to experimentally assess the possible health hazards on the humans due to
the exposure to the highest microwaves radiation energy at the highest operating frequency 2450
MHz of all operating frequencies (850, 900, 950 and 2450 MHz), which is emitted by the selected
AL-MADAR mobile phone base station that is located in Garaboulli City-Libya for the first time on
the basis of considering the exposure to the highest radiation risk in the population area at the tested
site; by using the SAR measure in each investigated human tissue [3, 4, 5].
3.1.

Mathematical Expressions and Symbols

The MATLAB program is used to evaluate the SAR values, by applying the equation number (3)
which is obtained from the equations number (1) and (2) as following:
For a sinusoidal steady state electromagnetic field, the SAR value is calculated as given in equation
(1), [5];
𝐸𝑟𝑚𝑠 2
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … ..
ρ
And by using the power density equation through applying the following formula [6];
𝑆𝐴𝑅 = �𝜎 + 𝜔𝜀ₒ𝜀 ′′ �

(1)

𝑃 = 𝜔𝜀ₒ𝜀 ′′ 𝐸𝑟𝑚𝑠 2 … . . . . . . . . . … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …
Accordingly, the equation (1) can be expressed as following;

(2)

𝑆𝐴𝑅 =

(3)

(𝜎𝐸𝑟𝑚𝑠 2 + 𝑃)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … ..
ρ

Where:
𝑆𝐴𝑅: The evaluated specific absorption rate[𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡/𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑠(𝑊/𝑘𝑔)] .

𝐸𝑟𝑚𝑠 : The measured value of the electric field[𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡/𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑉/𝑚)] .

𝑝: The measured value of the power density[𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡/𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠(𝑤/𝑚2 )] .
𝜎: The medium conductivity[𝑆𝑖𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛/𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑆/𝑚)].
ρ: The mass density[𝐾𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠/𝐶𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑐 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠(𝑘𝑔/𝑚³)] .
𝜀′′: Out of phase loss (unit less).
𝜀ₒ : The vacuum permittivity[𝐹𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐹/𝑚)].

𝜔: The angular frequency (radians / second).

The ρvalues and𝜎 values for each of the under studied human tissues [Eye (Sclera), Brain (Grey
Matter), nerve and blood) at 2450MHzfrequency, are given in Table 1.
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Table 1: Clarified the difference values of Mass density (ρ), and the medium conductivity (σ) for different parts of
human body at 2450MHz frequency [3, 4].

4.

Human Tissues

Mass Density (𝜌)
(kg/m³)

Medium Conductivity(𝜎)
(S/m)

Nerve

1075

1.0886

Brain (Grey Matter)

1045

1.8077

Eye (Sclera)

1032

2.0332

Blood

1050

2.5448

Results and Discussion

Table 2 shows that the maximum electrical field (V/m) and the maximum power density (𝜇𝑊 ⁄𝑚2 )
were detected at 5 meters distance, however the minimum electrical field (V/m) and the minimum
power density (𝜇𝑊 ⁄𝑚2 ) were detected at 160 meters distance. It also demonstrates the calculated
SAR values in the tested human tissues [Nerve, Brain (Grey Matter), Eye (Sclera), Blood] at the
predetermined different distances at which all the study variables were measured.
It has been well noted in Table 1that the Blood which has the maximum SAR value, has also the
maximum Medium Conductivity(𝜎) of 2.5448 S/m value and the nerve which has the minimum
Medium Conductivity(𝜎) of 1.0886 S/m value, has also the minimum SAR value.
Table 2 shows also the maximum SAR value of 205.4X10-6𝑊 ⁄𝑘𝑔was measured at 5 meters distance
in the blood and the minimum SAR value of 5.7X10-6𝑊 ⁄𝑘𝑔was measured in the Nerve biological
tissue at the distance of 160 meters.

𝑺𝑨𝑹(× 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 𝑾⁄𝒌𝒈)
Blood

Nerve

(GM*)

Brain

Human tissue

(Sclera)

Eye

(𝝁𝑾⁄𝒎𝟐 )

Power density

(𝑽⁄𝒎)

Electric field

Distance (𝒎)

Table 2: The measures power density, electric field values and the calculated SAR values of the investigated human
tissues at 2450 MHz frequency at different distances.(*GM=Grey Matter)

5

0.291

221.2

0.1670

0.1467

0.0860

0.2054

40

0.281

210.2

0.1558

0.1368

0.0802

0.1916

80

0.192

85.94

0.0727

0.0639

0.0374

0.0894

120

0.144

55.44

0.0409

0.0359

0.0211

0.0503

160

0.075

15.21

0.0111

0.0097

0.0057

0.0136
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The results given above indicate that the highest SAR value is 205.4 × 10−6 W⁄kg of the blood
human tissue that has been calculated at the shortest distance (5 meters) and at 2450 MHz frequency.
Comparatively, this SAR's value is much lower than the international recommended safe radiation
level standard's values. These standards are regulated by world authoritative bodies include the
following with their correspondent safe SAR limits; 1.6 W⁄kg during 30 minutes according to the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and2 W⁄kg during 6 minutes according to the
European recommendations.
It is important to note that the average time exposure of 30 minutes according to FCC and 6 minutes
according to the European recommendations have a significance only in the cases that are exposed
to the power or the electromagnetic fields which are higher than the allowed ones according to the
related international standards. However, in the inhabitant residential populated areas similar to the
tested site in this study, the FCC recommends not to apply the average time exposure parameter, so,
the calculated SAR values which do not exceed the allowed ones according to the international
standards, are considered as the allowable values to a continuous exposure for indefinite time period
[7].
5.

Conclusion

This study shows clearly that on the basis of the exposure to the highest microwaves radiation energy
(the highest radiation risk which is considered as the worst case scenario) in the population area at
the tested site and by considering the direct relationship between the calculated SAR values and the
different operating frequencies, the obtained practical results prove that microwaves radiation for all
operating frequencies that are emitted by AL-MADAR wireless communication system networks in
Garaboulli City-Libya can be considered safe to the people's health.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an improved version of SIFT method for extracting invariant features from
images that can be used to solve the correspondence problem between different views of an
object or scene in an image. Scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) has recently gained
substantial attention in the computer vision community to address the problem. Corresponding
features in sequential pairs of images, at various different angular separations, were identified by
applying a scale invariant feature transform (SIFT). Due to limitation in the standard SIFT; some
of matches are considered false matches. Epipolar-line and disparity window criteria were
introduced to enhance the performance of SIFT. Experiments revealed that considerable number
of unfaithful matches were removed when new criteria are introduced. Future work will focus on
improving the SIFT technique; to rectify the negative matches in order to obtain better matching
result.
Keyword— SIFT, Image matching, positive matches.

1.

Introduction

A typical image matching method begins with detecting points of interest, then selects a region
around each point, and finally associates a descriptor with each region. Correspondences between
two images may then be established by matching the descriptors of both images. SIFT is proposed
by David Lowe in 2004[1] to extract features of interest from images that can be used for reliable
matching between different views of an object. The features are invariant to image scaling and
rotation and partially invariant to change in 3D viewpoint and additional noise. Over recent years,
SIFT has played a significant role in various computing applications such as object recognition, 3D
modelling and video tracking.
Feature matching can be defined as the process of matching corresponding points between two or
more images of the same scene. Feature based methods match special features of two images, such as
corners or edges to produce a sparse disparity map [2,3]. This method matches more features, rather
than matching textured regions in the two images [4,5]. Feature based methods provide more precise
positioning for the matching results and are more reliable than correlation-based matching when
good image features can be extracted from the scene [6]. Feature based methods are widely used in
wide-base stereo image matching [7,8]. Correspondences between two images is established by
matching the descriptors of both images. Numerous variations exist on the computation of interest
points matching. It can be traced back to the work of stereo matching using a corner detector [9,10],
which was later improved by Harris and Stephens [11,12]. Consequently, the Harris corner detector
has since been extensively used for various other image-matching tasks. The approach was presently
expanded to match Harris corners over a large image range by using a correlation window around
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each corner to select likely matches. Moreover, Harris corners were used to select interest points, but
rather than matching with a correlation window, they used a rotationally invariant descriptor of the
local image region. This allowed the matching of features under arbitrary orientation change between
the two images. Additionally, it was demonstrated that multiple feature matches could accomplish
general recognition under occlusion and clutter by identifying consistent clusters of matched features
[1].The local feature approach was extended to achieve scale invariance and more distinctive features
whilst being less sensitive to local image distortions such as 3D viewpoint change [13]. In recent
times, there has been an inspiring body of work on extending local features matching. Most recently,
there has been an impressive effort on expanding the approach of local feature descriptor [14,15].
While this method is not completely affine invariant, a different approach is used in which the local
descriptor allows relative feature positions to shift extensively with only small changes in the
descriptor[16]. This approach produces descriptors, which are consistently matched across
a substantial range of affine distortion. It also makes the features more robust against changes in 3D
viewpoint. This approach not only has the advantages of extracting more efficient feature, but it also
able to identify larger numbers of features. Furthermore, Principal Components Analysis SIFT
(PCA-SIFT) was introduced. This technique accepts the same input as the standard SIFT descriptor.
The advantage of this approach is the size of the descriptor. It produces a more compact descriptor
in comparison to standard SIFT. On the other hand, it tends to blur the edges around the
objects[17]. Another local feature descriptor named, Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) was
proposed [18]. SURF is mainly designed for real time application where the speed is the main
concern. SURF performance is similar to SIFT but it is not invariant to rotation and illumination
changes [5]. The choice of methods is informed by the computer vision application under
consideration. It has been demonstrated recently that features identified by SIFT are highly
distinctive and invariant to image scales and rotations, and partially invariant to a change
in illumination [19]. It is indicated that using multiple images might help to solve some problems
associated with stereo matching. However, more information may also carry the risk of increased
uncertainties. Repeating features is a common problem encountered by stereo matching algorithms
that apply feature-based method for visible light images.
1.1.

Repeating Features

The images in Figure1presenta good example of repeated features, which are commonly found in
stereo pairs, where Left view and Right view are the images obtained at different views. To study the
effect of local similarity, consider the repeating features Object 1 and Object 2, illustrated in the two
views in Figure1.
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Object 1

Object 2

Left view

Object 1

Object 2

Right view

Figure 1: Repeating features extracted from two different views

By applying the stereo matching criterion on this pair of images, on one hand, and as these features
are obvious and strong, the opportunity to match them is significant. On the other hand, unless
special care is taken, Object 1 in the Left view would have an equal opportunity to match with
Object 1, Object 2 or other similar features in the Right view. As a result, an error in matching could
occur. This finding is exacerbated when considering overlapping structures commonly found in
cluttered visible light images.
1.2.

Keypoint Matching

The SIFT algorithm adopts the fast nearest-neighbour method to identify the best match for a
particular feature from a database of features. Since the keypoint is described by its descriptor, the
nearest neighbour is defined as the keypoint with minimum Euclidean distance for the invariant
descriptor vector [20]. Nevertheless, numerous features from an image will not match correctly in the
derived keypoints database for the reason that they were not detected in the training images. Lowe
[1] mentioned to discard all matches in which the distance ratio between closest neighbour to that of
the second closest neighbour is greater than 0.8. This ratio removes 90% of the false matches on the
other hand it discards less than 5% of the correct matches. Even though 90% of false matched are
discarded, the remaining 10%of false matches might be a problematic for a particular image
application. To maximise the potential applicability of SIFT, additional boundary conditions of
search for corresponding are proposed. These added criteria will tighten the support of the standard
SIFT.
2.

Materials and Methods

In our work, additional bounding criteria of a disparity window and an epipolar line constraint are
employed. The former is defined as the intersection of the epipolar plane with the image plane, while
the latter concerns the nominally zero vertical disparity. i.e. the epipolar line is along the image y-axis
(vertical in the display), while the disparity window is along the image x-axis (horizontal in the
display). Both criteria are shown in Figure 2.
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Disparity window criterion

Features of interest

Epipolar line criterion
Left view

Right view

Figure 2: Two perspective views and their corresponding features of interest

Taking into account various practical fluctuations a tolerance of ±1 pixel deviation in the y-axis
coordinate position (vertical in the display) is employed to accommodate a practical epipolar line
criterion [19]. To further limit the search space a disparity window criterion is introduced. The
window size in pixels is determined by the angle separation between views.

Left view

Right view

Figure 3: Corresponding pair of images employed in this study

It should be noted that for comparative purposes the new criteria are applied to corresponding pairs
that have already satisfied the standard SIFT criteria. Care was taken when stereo images were
selected to ensure overlapping. Repeating features were also taken into consideration to ensure that
the standard SIFT is supported by the new added criteria. An example of stereo image are shown in
Figure 3.
3.

Results and Discussion

Matched features are categorised into two groups; negative and positive matches. The positive
matches are the matches that satisfy the standard SIFT, epipolar and disparity window criteria while
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the negative matches satisfy the standard SIFT criterion but violate either the epipolar line or
disparity window criteria. Figures 4 represents the positive matches indicated by horizontal green
colour lines connecting the corresponding pairs, while the negative or erroneous matches are
presented in Figure5 and are shown as red colour lines.

Figure 4: Proposed matching criteria results positive matches only

The application of the criteria tighten the support of standard SIFT. The increase in negative
matches (and the corresponding decrement in positive matches) is the expected consequence of
logically „ANDing‟ the criteria. It is important to note that only the matches in Figure 4(shown as
green bars)which meet standard SIFT, epipolar line and disparity window criteria are considered as
positive matches. The matching procedure described above has been repeated for 180stereo pairs
and the numbers of positive and negative matches for each matching criterion are presented in
Figure 6.
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Figure 5: Proposed matching criteria results negative matches only

The bar chart in Figure6 has been plotted to demonstrate the effectiveness of new criteria in rejecting
incorrect matches. The first bar in black represents the average number of matches generated by the
180 stereo pairs, which corresponds to matches that have met the standard SIFT criteria.

14000

Total number of matches for 180 stereo pairs
SIFT
SIFT+Epipolar
SIFT+Epipolar
SIFT+Epipolar+Disparity
SIFT+Epipolar+Disparity

Number of matches

12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

Criteria applied
Figure 6: Total number of matches for 180 stereo pairs

Similarly, matches that have satisfied the epipolar line criterion, matches that have failed the epipolar
line criterion, matches that have fulfilled the epipolar and disparity window criteria, and matches that
have violated either or both new added criteria have been computed and plotted sequentially in the
bar chart revealed in Figure 6.The proposed criteria have demonstrated that they can remove 37.2%
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of unfaithful matches i.e. 19.8% are attributed to the epipolar line criterion and a further 17.4%
attributed to the disparity window criterion.
4.

Conclusions and Future Work

The material presented in this paper assessed the performance of optimized SIFT when dealing with
stereo pairs. The potential of SIFT to locate correspondences in stereo pairs is established and
quantified for 180 stereo pairs. The performance of SIFT is significantly enhanced by applying two
additional criteria namely; a disparity window and an epipolar line constraint.. Each pair of images is
analysed twice to accommodate either perspective view as the reference view. Experiments revealed
that around 37% of unfaithful matches were removed. The appropriateness of the additional criteria
is supported by the matching results organised in Figure 4, 5 and 6.
Solving the correspondences problem is an ill posed problem in computer vision applications. It has
been established that performance of optimized SIFT significantly reduces when presented with
spatially simple images. Therefore, a rigorous analysis of the SIFT parameters to increase the
robustness and density of keypoints would enhance the fidelity the matching result. Also, it might be
worthwhile to combine the optimized SIFT algorithm with other feature matching techniques so
more keypoints are generated.
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